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Saidord Motor Truck

Cleveland Tractor
Repair Shop

First class Paint and

Second-hand

Abo Dea’ers in

Cars

Touring Cars, in first class
.Condition.
Three Ford Touring Cars, in good condition.
One Overland Truck, in good condition.

Fou Model 1)0 Overland
■

Prices

Right.

wishing

Auto Service Day
TELEPHONE 128

Qbir Public

Night

_

will be away about three weeks.
During my absence, repair work sent
be
to Ellsworth. U5 Oak St., will
promptly attended to as usual.
I

Edward H. Baker
GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST

Telephone

140-11

in

8c

fish

lending

Paints, Varnishes,

^'

store

Etc.

-State street, opposite the
Public Library, will
re-open to-morrow.
Patterns now in. call and see !
them
on

CHARLES F. FULLER

LOOK
fill your orders for garden seeds,
Beets. Turnips. Parsnips. Carrots.
Cucumbers, Squash and Citron. All in Pack
ages at 5c each; none sold in bulk this spring
St. Begin
Oar seeds have all been tested.
50 pei
raspberry bushes at 45c per dot ;
100; apple trees, 2 years old, 3 to 4t_. feet high
We shall
at 10c each; all in limited numbers.
sell at these prices as long as our stock lasts
Mail orders promptly attended to. Address
Let
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Emery Colson, aged fifty-one years,
children, were burned to death in
destroyed their home at East
Franklin
early last Thursday morning.
Mrs. Colson and a boy about one year old
I
were the only
members of the family
saved.
The youngest child burned whs
only two weeks old, and Mrs. Colson, not
yet recovered from confinement, is in a

a

fire that

serious condition from the shock and

port Sunday foregood physical condition, but 8
bit careworn from worry aud exposure.
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barn in her

Veedoi NVar Sufferers in Europe Still
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to the barn to take
fire started
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posure resulting from the fire.
Mr. Colson arose about 4.30 o’clock, and

returned to this

another old

—
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ANOTHER CLOTHING DRIVE.

the

■
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and Five Children Burned
to Death in Home.

sea

notified, and the cutter, accompanied
by patrol boats, was sent out in search,
also the tug Betsey Ross and the large
S. smack, Grace Cribby.

evening, £, C.

Estate

TRAGEDY AT FRANKLIN.
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governwill
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men that their boat could not withstand
the seas. The several U. S. naval stations
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American
under
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per
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organized
The children burned were Ethel May
The manager, Thurtrton Jordan, invites
CapC Charles L. Smith of Ellsworth has Tourtelotte
ELLSWORTH, MAINE
A
aged
thirteen; Shirley
J
correspondence from other teams wishing been appointed chairman for the county Colson, aged nine; Fannie J Colson, aged
and will be at tht
in
this
drive,
Donald
E.
clothing
ana
seven,
Colson, aged four,
games.
Marvet V. Colson, aged two weeks.
l.)avia carriage repository on Franklin
The talk by Major Carrolf J. Sw*a on
The fire destroyed the Colson buildings,
and
street
Thursday
Saturdaj
Tuesday,
with a horse owned by T. M. Blaisdell
“Fighting in France,’’ and aong recited by
of next week to receive contributions ol
and two cows owned by Mr. Colson. The
Mrs. Sw an, wili be (given at Hancock hall
other
times
At
clothing
flames
also spread to the house of John
maj
Miss M. Elizabeth doogias
Saturday evening, April 6, for the benefit clothing.
Walton, Mrs. Colson’s father, and ail his
be left at the Offices of the county chapter
of the Boys’ Welfare club.
buildings were destroyed.
9* FRANKLIN ST.,
in the postoffiice building.
ELLSWORTH
Deputy Collector-John J. fLee will toe in
It is hoped that the response by the
this
149-3
Telephone
Ellsworth again
week, Thursday,
COMING EVENTS.
people of Hancock county to this appeal
Friday and Saturday, at the custom Louse, will be as ready and bb generous as in the
When
the
mailorder house finds a
have
been
to assist income taxpayers-who
Saturday evening, April 5, at Hancock
previous clothing drives. The nature of
town whose local merchants do not addelayed in making their returns.
the articles wanted is generally known hall—Address by Major Carroll J. Swan,
District Deputy Thomas E. McDonald through the lists issued in the previous “Fighting in France,” with song recital by vertise, it fattens its
catalogue mailing
of Portland paid an offioial visit of in- drive. Almost every kind of garment for Mrs. Swan, for benefit of Boys’ Welfare
list.
club. Tickets, 50 cents.
R.
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to
M.,
chapter,
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and
both
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is over, but the suffering beof it is not. You may think you have

Frederick Stone, jr^ is spending a
furlough of ten days with relatives in
Ellsworth. He horn beeu with the Metz
Co. in Waltham, Mass., which has been
turning out twenty airplanes a day for

cause

Uncle Sam.

George Haskell of West Eden has
received news of the death on Feb. 23,
from pneumonia, of her son, Sergt. Cecil

gone the limit in overhauling your own
clothing, but yon roust try once more.
Died in the Service.
Mrs.
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THOMPSON

IS/IAirsI STREET

F"ire, Marine and Automobile Insurance
Representing
TH»e Equitable Eire end Marino Insurance Co,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.

--!—I----

Main and State Streets

USING

F. C. & W. H.

WATER GLASS
In Preserving Eggs
—

Opp. the Postoffice

Samoset Chocolates

Fishing Tackle, Spaulding Baseball Goods,
Flashlights

MOORE’S PHARMACY
Corner

SCOTT, Proprietors

Newspapers, Periodicals and Stationery, School Supplies}
Tobacco and Cigars, Ice Cream, Soda Water and

Confectionery,
FOR SALE AT

a

THE CORNER NEWS STORE

as

Hancock

County Savings

County Savings

Hancock

Greenlaw of Oceanville, who had
fishing grounds off Swan’s
Island early in the morning, had been
caught in the terrific squall which swept

1‘nitarian
Osgood was
elected a trustee to fill the vacarcy caused
toy the death of John f*. Eldridge.
a

account with the Hancock
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Sesrgt. Emilio Bernarduii of
Camp
Derens spent a few' days last week in
KRsworth with his brother Antooio. He
returned to Camp Devens Monday.
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Tuesday for
Great relief was felt when word came
trip across.
tbat the missing men had been picked up
Wivur a encampment, 1. O. O. F., will Saturday many miles at sea by one of the
work the patriarchal degree at its regular government boats. After three days in an
meeting iKixt Monday evening, on a large open boat, without food or water, they
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parish last
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Ration j
condition*
son of Mayor Eldridge of Somerville.
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forenoon afternoon
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Royal of Somerville, Mass., formerly of
Ellsworth, got homesick for his old home

Midnight Tuesday,

at

L. Higgins is in Boston attend25c.
Buy; ingRoger
the automobile show*.
the case
The literature club will meet with Mrs.

Superba String Beans,
Hie

Tomatoes,

I

Peters will speak
parish and their guests
concerning his experiences in Washington the winter past. Mr. Peters will take
up some of those questions that are of
vital interest to the nation at the present
time. A large representation of the parish
is earnestly requested.

closes.
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Temperature
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to members of the
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fall while getting
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Sunday evening
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Miss J. A. Thompson is in New York
busines".

Favorite Corn,
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banquet

Miss Eleanor Koval ia visiting in Bar
Harbor.

The

I

|

lodge worked the third degree on five
candidates in Lejok lodge. There was a

observations
taken at the powei
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Rivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

Monday, Mar. 24- Metro Film Co., presents Bert Lvtell in the 5-act play, “No
.Man’s Land.”
Tuesday, Mar. 25-Metro Film Co., presents Viola Dana in the 5-act playt
“Flower ot the Dusk."

My

the

A large delegation of Bar Harbor Odd
Fellows came to Ellsworth last Friday

I From

“The Antics o( Ann

Saturday. Mai. 22 Paramount Film Co presents
play, "Kinirock Jones," also, Pathe news.

and

nation-wide,

offices of the express business.
Moor, w ho has been confined

Preston,
For Week

Fox Film Co., presents Tom Mix in the 5-act
play, “Mr.
Coiran, IT. 8. A.”
20
Fox Film Co., presents the 5 act play, “The Fallen Angel.’>
Thursday. Mar.
Friday, Mar. 21 Paramount Film Co., presents Ann Penington in the 5-act

Wednesday,

cam-
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root resulting from a fall on a
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How ard B.

MAILS RECEIVED.

i

has

letter”

effect, Xov. 11, 1918.

Week

object

falling off of PO per
c-ent. in the number of packages being
sent to the “no mark” bureaus, the “dead

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFPICB.

In

an

company reports

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

inquiry

marked is

paign

Bijou theatre
House for sale
J A Haynes—Grocer
Insurance statements
Burrili National bank
M L Adams—Dry goods
Girl wanted for general housework
Stephen W Danforth—Petition for title
The 8 K Whiting bouse for sale or to let
Uuckspobt:
Bucksport Loan A Building ass’n—Meeting
Cleveland, O.
Salesma wanted

careful, painstaking attention,

same

strictly confidential,

AFTERNOON, MARCH 19,

that they don’t

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK

In every Department, Check, Savings
and Safe Deposit, the Bun-ill National Bank
offers you as a new customer every facility
for the transaction of your business.

American.

HOT

and Batteries

LUNCHEONS

SERVED

aoDmiBfmrniB

EDITED BV "AUNT

Get

/(« Motto:

Many ailments are caused
weakness.
Faulty digestion leads to
biliousness, sick headache,
dizziness, sallow' skin and

eruptions. Maintain a
healthy condition of the

Keep yonr

NEWS

nerve

Her Health.

Wait God’s time in His

Belfast visited here last

Newark. N. J.-“For about three
nervous breakyears 1 suffered from
down and got so
I could hardly
weak
I
1
LkXt
\" stand, and had neadaches every day. I
in tried everything I
could think of and
was
under a physician’f. care for two
years. A girl friend
had used Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vege-

table Compound and
f she told me about
^ it. From the first
■ day I took it I began
*to feel better and
I am well and
able to do most any
m

^now

'kind of work. I
have been recoin-

shine

day.
way!
bg Ann.

the stars of

as

Harry Candage

is

spending

a

vacation

Sitters:
with his mother.
Beading Aunt Sue’s letter in the M. B.
column brought to my mind the first time
An object of curiosity was the farm tracI ever saw her. It was at Destine normal
of Orville
tor
Purdy, which passed I school in March, 1877. A stranger aud
bashful, 1 stood in the lower hall watchthrough here recently.
ing the boys and girls rushing out and in
March 10.
Xenophon.
and not paying the least attention to me.
At last a sweet-faced girl came toward
Bernice and Winifred Staples spent the
me, told me where to hang my coat and
week-end here.
hat, then escorted me upstairs and said I
could sit with her until the seats were asCecil Morse left W ednesday to join his
signed to the new class. I never forgot
mother in Boston.*
her kindness. I doubt if she remembers
it, as it was only one thoughtful act of
few
who
has
a
Harry Candage,
spent
the many she did for the students.
days at his home here, has returned to
1 am glad that Ellis is safely over the
W'aterville.
influenza I, know bow to sympathize
1
with her, as I had it in November.
A welcome reminder cf spring was the should have sent her a card, hut saw by
did
not
to
the
she
the
that
steamer May Archer passing uptnebay
go
paper

Wednesday

with

freight

for

the

Saturday, March 8, the schooner TeluWinterport, loaded with 725,000
staves by the Bluehill Bay Lumber Co.,
mah of
wrhile

attempting to leave the wharf at
Deep Cove, swung on the rocks,
was
strained badly and filled.
She
floated, however, with the loss of a good
part of the deck-load. The cutter Ossipee

Monday,

for

the lesson
the

family

to

March 7

bought

for

Cecil

farm

Stewart

Do

Hampshire.
accompanied

where she will

again.

8.

we

one

left

recently
Mrs. Stewart

good, and leave behind you

before

the
farm.
going to
They
given a farewell party at the hall
Thursday evening. Mr. Paul’s family expects to go in about two weeks.
March 10.
S.
-5-

A8HVILLE.
Villa

Orcutt spent last

week

in

Princeton.
Mi9s Mae Patten, who has been employed
W. H.

Hammond’s,

has

returned

to

Sullivan.
Mrs. Leona

Hanna,
spent the
sister, Mrs, W. H. HamEast Sullivan.
Phcebe.
10._

winter with her

mond, das returned to
March

who has

j

[kemps
ALSAM
for Coughs and
Sore Throat
GUARANTEED
aotirrttsnnents

#

to bear

J. Y. made

ith her chronicles.

RECIPES

Graham

from

decided

a

Many

you
“hit”

have alluded

The American Y. M. C. A at Its
request has been relieved of Its
ex
the post
work In maintaining
changes with the Am,clean army
Correspondence has been exchanged
between Gen. Pershing and E C Carthe
ter. In charge of Y. M. C. A with
Mr.
army, resulting In thisi decision.
Carter wrote to Gen. Pershing as fol-

spoon soda, 1
milk, 1 cup

graham,

cups

teaspoon salt,
sour

milk

or

2 cups sweet
butter milk.

dry ingredients,
sifted; aid melted fat; mix. Bake in gem
Add milk to
pans in hot
Graham
cup

lows:
A year and a
Dear Gen. Pershing:
half ago you requested the Y. M C
to jndtrtake the operation of F0--1
A
di
exchanges for the American Exp
tionary Force in order that “officers
and enlisted men may not be taken
their
from
away for that purpose
of
functions
military
paramount
training and fighting.’’
we
"As soon as hostilities ceased
with you the question of
raised
for
whether the time had not come
the Y. M. C. A. to be relieved of the
operation of post exchanges, in view
of the fact that there was no longer
the same pressing demand on the
man power of the army for tralnmc
raised
When we first
and lighting.
the question it did not appear to you
that it was feasible in the best interests of maximum service to the army
Now the situathat change be made.

tion is materially altered.

mixed and

oven.

Crackers—Beat together 14

shortening, '4

cup

sugar,

1 egg, 1

In

Needed

Other

worn.

main
Recent general orders from
h, adquarttrs and requests from large
numbers of commanding officers may
have laid on the Y. M. C. A. increased
responsibilities in promoting educational, athletic and entertainment acAmerican
in
the
tivities
Expeditionary Force. This Is placing a rapidly increasing burden on owr perThe army also Is now presonnel.
paring for the delivery of all supplies
for the post exchanges which heretomanufac
fore have been imported,
tured and delivered by the Y. M. C. A.
In view of the changed situation. I
wish to know whether
you do not
think it would be possible for the
army at a very early date to assume
the
matnte
for
full responsibility
nance of the po t exchanges throughAmerican
the
Expeditionaryout
Force.

A

A

remarkable

doctor’s

success

reliablo

for over

private
prescription

100 years

as

Pershing Consents.
correctly state, the Y. M. C.

Gen.
As you

undertook the management of the
::t my request
a
at
time when it was of tiie greatest importance that no available soldier
should be taken away from the vital
military functions of training and
fighting. As the reasons which impelled me at that time to request you
m undertake this work no longer ex-

A.

post exchanges

gtad to approve your suggesIn reaching this conclusion consideration has been given to the new
burdens 'in connection with entertainand educament, athletic activities
oven.
I have
Raisin Oatmeal Cookies-One cup tion that you have assumed.
accordingly given directions that the
brown sugar, % cup shortening, beat to
a -mv units themselves take over and
a cream. Add 2 well beaten
eggs, *4 leatheir own post exchanges.
spoon vanilla. 14 cup hot water w ith % operate
In making this change permit
me
teaspoon soda dissolved in it, 2 cups
sifted flour, 2 cups rolled oats, 1 cup
to thank you for the very valuable
services and assistance which the Y.
! raisins chopped, V2 teaspoon salt. Drop
M. C. A. has rendered to the Amerl| by teaspoonfuls on greased tins.
an Expeditionary Force in handling
these exchanges.
When riiiltbertt Become Necen nry
Handicapped by a
And your shoes pinch and corns and bunions
shortage of tonnage and land transI ache
and pain, do as the soldiers do; shnite
portation. the Y. M. C. A. has by ex! some Allen's Foot-Ease
In each shoe each
It gives quick relief to tired, ach! morning.
tra exertion served the army
better
1 ing. sw llen feet prevents blisters and ebaf- than could have been
expected, and
of the sin e, and makes walking easy
Allen’s Foot-Ease is the greatest comfort you may be assured that its aid has
discovery of the age. So d everywhere.
teen a ’urge factor in the final great
American
accompnsnments of the
army.
Very cord'allv yours.
teaspoon cream tartar, % teaspoon soda,
and enough graham flour to knead.
Roll
thin, cut in neat squares, prick with a
fork in several places and bake in a quick

i t

I

am

tion.

famous
"first aid

family
favorite

|

IANODmUniinent
than any other to produce
is the same ns you must pay
for inferior preparations.

Costs

yet the price

—

more

to

A

you

Coughs

Grippe

for internal

and external

Cramps

went to

Gertrude Tows?nd, Miss Maud
Bacon, Miss Eva B. Snowman. Min
Edith Chase, Miss Ruth A. Bet tel, Mr*
Abbie Butler, Mrs. Sarah Emerson, Mr*.
K. Dosrosiers# Miss Harriet E. Grmdell,
Mrs. Georgia Sargent, Mrs. Mack Lutti
and w ife,
F.
W. Sawyer
William S.
Miss

Boston Monday.

W.

Fred Bartlett of Sorrento is visiting his
sister, Mrs. G. W. Abbott.
D. A. Cameron and family left Thursday
Mrs. Cameron’s home in Canyon City.
Col.
for

C. Firth of the 903rd infantry

home last

week from

ar-

overseas ser-

Marks,

Mrs. F. H.

Women’s Kalief Corps
pleasant surprise party to their forpresident, Mrs. G. W. Butler, Friday

mer

evening.

Curtis,

8AL1SBCRY COVE.
Miss Emma Truewyc-gy of l ast Surry
is at Mrs. M. 11. McFarlands’ for -i few
weeks.

missionary tea was held at the Baptist
chapel Friday afternoon to raise funds for
foreign missions. The hostesses were Mrs.
E. C. Barrett, Mrs. W. E. titover and Mrs.
L. C. Curtis.
A

The second Travel Talk on Palestine.
“Eight Days in Jerusalem and Its Environs,” will be given Sunday. March
23, in the Congregational church. This
will
be illustrated with stereopticon
slides, many of them maie from film*
taken by members of the party. Other*
are to come from Underwood & Underwood.
To defray the expense of these
slides, an offering will be taken.
S.

Pearl Stratton and wife

The Bluehill

reunion

Feb. 27. As a result of the cordial
and genial invitation of Mr. Marks, the
president, there were sixty-eight present.
A grand-daughter of one of the former
citizens^of Bluehill, Mias Nay, entertained
by her pleasing songs. Through the
ton

mdbsgement

of the

president

and

gue-ts of liC«

Marlboro
LvlHt.fi and

of
m

ife.

w

Miss Alta

Emery, has returned f-

n

Bowden, U. 8. N

Lewis

w

ho hi* been

at Commonwealth pier, Boston.
rear,
has been transferred to a.light*;.ip in
Boston harbor.

Earle,

Emery,

of

son

is

Mr.

receiving

a

and

wfcrm

Mrs.

Julien

welcome from

verhis many friends on his return fr> ?
Mr. Emery gave an intercNiiiu’ ac■

seas.

experience at the gratis nail
Wednesday evening.

count of his

K.

Dyspepsia is America's corse. T-i restore
digestion, normal weight. good health, and
purify the blood, use Burdock Blood Bitters
Bold

all drug

at

stores.

Price.

#t 25

—Adit.

airt)frH0a"-~e
~

—

a

friend, |15 was added to the reserve
fund. Those present were:
Clifton S Marks, wife and son, Amos
Stover and wife. Charles Stover, Geo R
Tracy, li B D.irling, Mrs Addie M Frederick, Miss Charlotte Morton, Mrs Nel'ie
C Nay and daughter. Miss Ruth Pierce,
L W Peters and wife. Miss H**len M Johnson, Mrs () Austin, ED Knapp and wife,
Thomas Grieve, wife and two sons, .Mrs
Lydia M Clough, Mrs F C Giddings and
daughter, Miss Maude Perry, Mrs Elizabeth E Darling, Mrs Herchel A Bacon,
Harvey S Saunders and wife, Mis- Eila
Mrs
King,
Saunders. Mrs Emma F
kind

i'

nii it r rn

n

m

r t rt t m

THE part-time worker it a
losing proposition. Keep
your bones "&t" by using ibis
famous lode

at

tbe £r*t sign of

disease.

A reliable treatment
Appetite. Indigestion. Yellow Water, Swelled Legs and Dis-,
temper. Sold by druggists and general
stores; money-back guarantee.
Fr ee
lot Lost

60

cents.

KIMBALL BROTHERS & CO., be*
Eaaakarg Falk, Vi.

11 m m n Ml 111H11' I ? m in;

rnmrrmnmTrniin'nnmnnrm!

1

*

Even More Delicious Than You Expect!

j

Knowing their good taste will
speedily, tastily convince you
why they are

The

Dessert

Supreme.

*

On ice

AN\ way
shortcake
SUPERBA 'Red Ra.pbe tries
have an appeal that cannot be
din.cd
Indeed no one wants

cream—

Iii'g

—

in

to—on

—

E

acquaintance.
All Dealers.

MJUkes-ToabaMO Co. Port Usd. Me
oioi

JOHN J. PERSHING.

w MzamiAk.

“What made you late for school today?”
He heard the angry teacher say';
“
I could not leave,” the boy replied,
“The Town Talk doughnuts Mother fried.”

Miss Miriam S.

Carleton of Lynn,
of the most willof the Y. M.
C. A
war-time entertainers. In her year
or more of service she has visited all
the camps in New En^'and under the
auspices of the entertainment bureau
of the Northeastern Dept., and
ii
every case ha3 get an encore from th<
boys ard the eec: Varies One or h
♦
choicest t.ibutes c
j;
Chartes Seibert of
.*
1\ -..eh H

Mass., has been
ing and popular

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

& WHITNEY.

Commission.

one

Milled

on

Honor—Ideal for

Every Baking

f

a

visit in Bar Harbor.

Mar. 15.

held in Bos-

was

recent

were

_

BLUEHILL REUNION.

wise

M.

Miss Olive Betiel.

Members of the
a

L.

Smith.

George H. Grant, Leon Tbompso? wife
and daughter,
Irving L. Cooary. 1. F.

Conary,

vice.

gave

J

George A Clough, William P Clough and
wife, Miss Vera A Prentiss Miss Alice
Osgood.

BLUEHILL.

rived

Sprains

—

COUNTY NEWS

John

Wonderfully
Soothing
Healing
Anodyne

Chills

—

and many other ills

use

Roy Twining

Colds

—

Sore Throat

preparation

follows:

"My Dear Mr. Carter—I have received your letter of January 29 asking whether in view of the present
changed situation it would be possible for the army to assume full responsibility for the maintenance of
post ex-hang"S ©erughout the American Expedite^»:y Force.

.*.»*-

Johnson’s

Mar. 17.

Gen. Pershing replied

FROM MISS PENLEY.

Muffins—2

1-cap corn meal, 2 tablespoons melted fat,
1 tablespoon sugar or molasses, 1 tea-

a monu-

brother

pleasant

is

to them.

GOOD.

cUibmifctiui ;uv.„

them to Man-

visit her

wrere

Miss

w

easy.

of virtue that the storms of time can
Write your name in kindnever Destroy.
ness, love and mercy on the hearts of
thousands you come in contact with year
by year: you will never r>e forgotten.
Your name, your deeds, w ill be as legime
on the hearts you leave Oeiami aslht *ihi>
on the brow of evening.
Good deeds will

they

in New

and children

chester,

the

have an opportuthinks, too late, of

benever

ment

Merton is

and

It

DO

has rented Cecil Stewart's

Paul

union.

following clipping, sent some time
ago by N. L. H., comes in just right, here.

visiting in Milbridge. From there she will go to Grand
Manan to visit her father, w ho is poorly.
William

all learn from it is to do

The

and moved in.

Miss Albion

w

Sometimes

or more

Island.

Campbell

we can

j

might have been done to make the
life and the way of another more cheery

COREA.
Swan’s

Dear Aunt Madge:—
I only have a few minutes before mail
time, but will try and say a few words.
It has been a long time since I have written anything for the column, but i am
always glad to read what others have
w ritten.
That seems selfish, but such is

what

Xenophon.

William Farrer has moved his

house,

same

nity.

re-

pairs.
March 11.

10,1919.

life. I very much enjoyed the chronicles
from 8. J. V. I too, used to belong to a
Good Templars lodge. I used to enjoy it
1 was looking over some old
so lunch.
papers a short time ago, and I came
across one of our lodge papers w hich had i
It carried my
one of our chronicles in it.
mind back to the days of the past w hen I
with the !
was a girl and used to meet
I
young people of that age, who are all
makes
now.
Time
scattered
many ;
chang -s w ith us all.
has
1 a.ti wondering how Aunt Maria
succeeded in getting names for all those
bossies. I think one of the M. B's tried to
help her out; I have forgotten whom it
hospital.
was just now.
Some of the names were’
Vashti
rather bard to pronounce if one was in a
Ihis mention of a kindness of long ago hurry to say it.
1 fear 1 won’t get this into the mail in
is a nice thing for us to have in the
as it leaves here about 7 a. m., so 1
Column. Thanks to you, Vashti. It is time,
must close and try and do better next.
evidence that such thoughtful, kindly
With best wishes to all.
ects are long treasured by those who were
Are.
We missed you and yours at the last reencouraged in a time of loneliness, and

local

Consents to Request from Association to Be Relieved of Opera
tion of Po3t Exchanges.

heaven.—Dr. Chal-

Marlboro. March

Dear M. B

merchants.

towed her to Rockland

o

_'_

mers.

—Selected

week.

js_it

_

pound ever since and pive you my permission to publish this letter —Miss
Flo Kelly 476 So. 14th St, Newark,
N. J.
The reason this famous root and herb
remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound, was so successful in Miss
Kelly’s case was because it went to the
root of her trouble, restored her to a
normal healthy condition and as a result
her nervousness disappeared.

some

own

''TTTOCT",,

own

day.

up every

Knowing as von go along
rbings will turn out right

NORTH BROOKUN.

at

Compound Restored

Grin and bear it, buckle in.
Stick right to it till you win;
Let your troubles pile up high.
You can stand them if you try,
Show the world that you can take
All it has of pain and ache,
Scorn or trouble, hate and wrong.

Largest Sale of Any Medicine in the World.
Sold everywhere. Id boxes, 10c., 25c.

Len

Miss Kelly Tells How Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

Life is not one round of pleasure,
Pain and grief fill up the measure;
Roses bloom and fade away.
Nothing ever comes to stay;
Heartache only lasts awhile.
Then it’s banished by a smile.
Smiles at times may disappear,
But eDjoy them while they’re here,
Grin and bear it. that’s the way;
Trouble ouly lasts a day.

REKMJS
l) PILLS
Robbins of

Hopeful.’

Grin and bear it; that’s the way,
Make your mind up now to stay
On the job and see it through—
That’s the only way to do.
Rain or sunshine, look up and smile.
Working forward all the while;
Disappointments now and then
Happen to the best of men!
Gnn and bear it, that’s the way;

'stomach and you will get
rid of the chief cause of your
sufferings. Do not neglect
the laws of health. Keep
stomach, liver and bowels
in order by timely use of

Roy

and

Bommunlcatlons, and Its success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect.
of
munications must he signed, but the name
writer will not be printed except by permission
Comniuulcatlous will be subject to approval or
none
rejection by the editor of the column, but
will be rejected without good reason. Address
to
all communications
The American.
Ellsworth, Me.

stomach

COUNTY

“Helpful

GEN. PERSHING
A NERVOUS
BREAKDOWN PRAISES 1" WORK

MADUt".

The purposes of this column are succlnc >
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mut i.l
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is for the com
Inmon use—a public servant, a purveyor of
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
lerchange of Ideas. In this capacity it solicits

Your Digestion
in Shape
oy

abiictttannrrttB,

fflutual Benefit Column.

3MjcrUBcmnrt»:

aMMltSttatt'k*'.

TRAINING IN BOYS’
CLUBS IS FAVORED

WEEPING ECZEMA

West Virginia
Lays Stress

A Perfect Treatment For This

Distressing Complaint
had

j

Jioth these remedies are sold by
or
dealers at 50c. a box, fi for $2.50,
sent by FRUIT-A-TIVES Limited,
OGDKNSBURG, N.Y.
put

;

on

United States DepartAgriculture.)
The training boys get In the agricultural clubs conducted by the department of agriculture and the state agricultural colleges makes them the most
desirable kind of men for military
service, in the opinion of a former
West Virginia club member now in the
navy.
Writing to the states relations service, the former club member lays stress
upon the fundamental principles upon
which agricultural clubs are based. The
boys’ agricultural clubs have as a part
tne
ment of

two of
boxes of ‘Sootha Salva’ and
‘fruit-a-tives’, and am entirely well”,
G. W. HALL.

is also

j

! (Prepared by

would be wet through at times.
I suffered terribly. I could get no
relief until I tried ‘Fruit-a-tives (or
fruit Liver Tablets) and ‘Sootha
Salva’. The first treatment gave mo
relief. Altogether, I have used three

“Fruit-a-tives”

abbertiannentB.

Member Now in Navy
Fundamental Principles Upon Which Agricultural
Clubs Are Based.

I

W.VSIJJQ.
attack of Weeping
bad that my clothes

an
so

Eczema;

1

Makes Most Desirable Kind of
Military Service.

SOON pEIIED

•‘X

Posters for 50,000 Schoolrooms

f

up in a

I

trial size which sells for 25c.

*

i-rga: .TTitrrs.

(Photo by International Film Service Inc.)

The
Greate st Wame
in Goody-Land

STATE or MAINE.

From the great cities of the coasts
Miss Dorothy insists that it Is a
to the farthermost, isolated sections serious poster.
She had a serious
of the backwoods, the schoolhouses of subject and she wanted to present It
New England are being decorated so seriously that after people looked
with
the
“Stamp, Stamp, Stamp" at the poster they would go and buy
poster of the War Savings Stamp War Savings Stamps, she said, and
Committee of New England.
It was pointed to the sailor boy with his deintended strictly and exclusively for termined way and important air, as
the children, but so many requests for proof that she had accomplished what
It are coming in to the Boston head- she wished.
She doesn’t know why she drew the
quarters it is clear that the grown
folk appreciate it quite as much as poster Just the way she did, Miss
the youngsters.
Dorothy says, the lines just seemed
The poster is each a Jolly affair you to come.
She does do naturalistic
would know Just to look at it that tljings, she adds, but when she draws
whoever designed it was full of fun. the way she likes to she draws like
You are not at all surprised to learn that. Last summer Dorothy was a
has
that the smiles are chasing each other farmerette
Concord
and
at
over her face most of the time. There
signed up for next summer also.
are hardly two minutes together when
When the harvests are over in the
either they are not doing that or one autumn she is going to some art
Is not lurking about ready to break school and there specialize in the
Miss Dorothy Clogston is work that has already brought her a
through.
the artist, and she graduated from certain amount of fame.
the High School of Practical Arts in
Boston last June. She made the poster
EVERYONE’S EFFORT COUNTS.
for a war poster contest at the school
last year and left it behind her when
Although the fighiing Is ended, the
she went away.
support of everyone is needed by the
It was there th»t it was found by United States
government to meet its
the War Savings Committee of New war
obligations, to maintain its troops
England on the last day of school be- in comfort abroad, to bring them back
fore the Christmas vacation, and it
home, and to discharge all promises
was Immediately carried off to headmade to every soldier and to his deThe next question was pendents. Moreover, the purchase of
quarters.
where to find the young artist, for she
government securities by millions of
had disappeared In one of the thoupeople, instead of a few, makes these
sands of offices that go to make up a millions actually financial partners in
big city. The master ot the school the government. It is a privilege of
and the head of the department were the Individual in fact, it is the essence
appealed to, and they ran Dorothy of real democratic government.
A
down, as It were, to an office not far person who is partner of Uncle Sam is
from the War Savings Stamps head- more interested in Ihe government’s
quarters.
Everybody in that office doings and is less open to insidious
was almost as excited as Dorothy was
suggestion than one who has no perwhen the news went abroad that the sonal stake in his country. War SavWar Savings Committee wanted Dor- I ings Stamps are very practical promoothy's poster, and her employers were I ters of Americanization, make better
and
born,
willing enough to grant her leave of I Americans of our native
while
absence
she
made
a
few make permanent Americans of our forchanges necessary from a commer- eign-bom element. Kveryone's effort
cial standpoint and to bring the Idea and everyone’s savings and everyone’s
War Savings Stamps count.
up to date:

(L. S)
Hascocs s».
To the Sheriffs of our respective Counties,
GREETING: I
either of their Deputies
nirj: command you :o attach the Roods and !
\\ estate of Frank Haddoti now or for
Hancock county. .Maine,
mer 1 v of Franklin,
hundred and fifty dollar*; |
to the value of on®
and summon the said defendant (if he may
be found in your precinct) to appear before
our justice of our supreme judicial court,
Ellsworth, within and
next to be boiren at
for said county of Haucock, on the second
Tuesday of October a. d. 1918. then and there
inou-«»id coart to answer unto J tnies H.
Wood of burry in said county and State. In
said defendant,
a plea of the esse, for that the
Harbor. Maine, April 2**, !918.
at >‘<rthea*
Prank Haddou, dr. to James H. Wood, to
men »from May 2 to AurusI 10, 1915,
$70 00
14 week*at #5 per week,
To fire extra meals at twenty five
1.25
cenneach.
11.40
To interest.

or

High School Boys at Wells, Minn., Surveying for Drain on School Farm.

for that the said defendant, at said Mount
beiert, to wit. said Ellsworth, on the day of
the purchase of this writ being indebted to
the plaintiff in the aunt of eighty-two dollars
and silty-five cent*, according to the account
anneied. then and there in consideration
thereof, promised the plaintiff to pay him the
same sum on demand.
Yet. though often requested, said d( fendant
has not paid the same—to the damage of the
as he
said plaintiff
says) the sntn of one
dollars, which shall then
hundred and
and there be made to appear with other due
And whereas the said plaintiff
damages.
says that the said defendant has not iu his
owu hands and possession goods and estate
to the value of cue hundred aud fifty d >lla s,
aforesaid, which can be come at to t>e attached; but has intrusted to, aud deposited
in, the hands and possession of H. A. ^tauley
of Mount Desert, Hancock county, Maine
trustee (.1 -Aid defendant goods, effects and
credit?, to the said value.
We
command
you. tnerefore. that you summon the said
trustee if be may be found in your precinct)
to appear before our said judge of our said
court, to he
holden as aforesaid, to snow
cau-r. if any he ha«, why execution, to be issued upon s.tch judgment as the said plaintiff
may recover against the said principal defendant in this action (if any), should not is
sue against his goods, effects, or credits, in
the hands o* possession of him, the said

of their badge the four-leaf clover
with four H's, one on each leaf, Indicating the equal training of the head,
hand, heart and health. The West Virginia sailor says this Is Just the kind
of training which makes a good soldier
or sailor. He says:
“Let us recall the training we were
receiving from the agricultural clubs
along four great paths: F’lrst, the head,
which must of necessity be well filled
with gray matter that will cause a recruit to be obedient and respect discipline; second, the hands, which are
governed by the mind and do so much
In military conflict; third, the heart,
which must be clean and strong to
make a soldier determined and unflinching; and, fourth, the liealth,
which plays a very important part in
making men efficient.”
All of these are qualities which go
to make up a good military man. Also,
the writer pays tribute to the club
members In his state who have been
so busy helping in the great Job of
food production at a time when the
farms of the country are short of
labor.
“They have met the situation squarely,” he writes, “and victory is ours,
with them us a dominant factor in
helping to secure it."

fifty

trustee

And have you there this

ings therein.

writ, with your do-

Witney. Leslie C. Cornish. Chief Justice
of our said Court, at Ellsworth aforesaid, this
twenty -tilth day of A^ril in the year of our
k>fd fue thousand nine hundred aud eighteen.

T. F. Mahonzy, Clerk.
STATE OF MAINE.
Sucremb Judicial Court.
In Vacation.
Ellsworth. March 4, a. d. 1919.
That the
I'pos the within writ, ordered:
plaintiff give notice to the defendant to apthe
pear before
justice of our supreme
judicial c urt. to be holden at Ellsworth,
within and for the county of Hancock, on the
fourth Tuesday of April a. d. 1919, by publishing an attested copy of said writ and this
•Older thereon, ihree weeks successively in
the Klisworth American. a
newspaper printed
tnEllsworth, in our county of Hancock, the
last publication to be thirty days at least
prior tothe fourth Tuesday of April next, that
he may there and then in our said court
appearand answer to said suit.
Lcbrk B. Dbasy,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true
copy of the writ aud order of court

Hascoct

as.

1

Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Clerk.
s

Mi.r..

STATE OF MAINE.
Cointy op Hancock sb.
TAKEN this twenty-eighth day of Febru■a
ary a.d. 1919, on execution dated Febru•ry 3. a. d. 1919, issued on a judgment rendered I
o® the
thirty-first day of January, a. d. 1919.)
&y the supreme judicial court for the couuty I
ot Penobscot, in
the State of Maine, at a term I
court
begun aud held at Bangor.
and for said couuty of Penobscot, on
hrst Tuesday of January, a. d. 1919, iu ;
tsvor of The B F. Goodrich Rubber Company,
organized under the laws of the
-»^?rp^r,a.t.iou
of Michigan, and having an establshed
P*ace of business et Akron, state of Ohio, aud
against Charles H. Abbott, of Bangor, iu the
county of Penobscot, for the sum of five
,bree dollars and forty seven cents'
•Wa-' dpbt°r damage and fourteen dollars 1
ceDt“ (*H92; costs of suit,
Dj .et.ty*lwo
be 8old at Pub*ic auction to the bigh■i Didder
therefor, on the twenty-second day i
d'1919* al ten o’clock in the forelbfe®ftice of the sheriff for Hancock
lsworlh' iu ®ald county of Hancork
lit,e aud interest which
the sauna
H Abbott had on the first
dav of
a' d- l918* at nine o’clock and
fifteen
in the forenoon. being the
time
tame was attached on the
original
th* *ciioa wherein the judguP°n which said eiecution
lo the blowing deecribed
e«
»ulUm- 1U

|

GREEN MANURE CROPS

|f

1
How

The New Jersey experiment A
station calculates that two crops 4
of green manure contain as
much phosphoric acid und pot- 4
ash and nearly as much nitro- X
gen as 20 tons of stable manure. 4
Itye, soy beans and clovers aFe *
crops most often used. In the 4
gardening section of the state 3>
rye

4

as

is planted as
soon

as

a

cover

J*

__—

CLEANING UP SWAMP LANDS
Be Burned
When Ground Is Wet to Preserve Plant Food.

Undesirable Growth Should

right-

nwheSU ,ew
tJJuV1*
melt waT JUS
Us„i»nd?r*d’
relf «ran?

said county ofeH«ecock!tewlin
Parcel of laud situated
ssW^iinuJ^
bound a«d described
follows
®*

—H*>^i,aUd

the'fSd
former!v

in
as

““ttherly .id. of
westerly line of land
Margaret Rideout, now

Si"?h."
the

thC

deceased-by
on said town road
eleven ro'daHlfa e«n'?rtberl-v
trl fifteen iZfL “take :ind atones; thence eastand stones; thence
8outherlvn«iT,ds 10 a, 8take
said KiJemoVtU ri>di t0 the westerly line of
aud’ lhence westerly fifteen
rods to
°f btt5‘nning.
containing
one acre morS aC^
with the build
ings ther«
orJess together
cS5vevedtSaVSnd
beiu? *b* aame Premises
l
88,(1 Charles H. Abbott by
NathVn i u thf of Sullivan,
his deed
v

dated

n«V«?uuk®r
7’ mi>

by

Hancock iSSef.

of
(From the United States Department

Agriculture.)

on
Growth which Is to be cleaned up
containing a
swamp land or any soil
should
large amount of organic matter
to
be burned when th<? ground is wet,
valuable
prevent the destruction of
not conplant food. When soils do
tain a large amount of organic mntter
the
and it Is the Intention to seed in
ashes immediately after the burning,
too much emphasis cannot be placed
a
upon the importance of getting

dean burn.

a“d recorded in tie
fe*i#try of deeds, book 3*0,
wblcb deed reference is hereby
further description of the premlsea.
Ward W. Wescott, 8heriff.

2s»* *!?UUvy
o°#

made for
°ra

«^ed ^Jisworth this
^OVAL PROTECTIVE
BOSTON,

28th

day of Febru-

INSURANCE

CO.

MASS.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.

Stocks and bonds,

in office aud bank,
Vafb
Interest and rents,
Gross assets,

*461 63-2 50
*
83 4,Vi 00

6*0 77
*551,328 97

Admitted assets,
*651,328 27
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1918
lo88®8*
*135,355 7a
UnearDn%id

^nearned

premiums,

AU other
liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplug over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,

aiJDrr'tscmrxita.

II EXCESSIVE^ACIPITY

is at the bottom of most
ills.

I digestive

I KH10ID5
|3

for

137 896 317 794 11

H

the distress of

160,282

K

■

*561,328

2;

ioi oTo 04

indigestion afford pleasing and prompt relief from
acid-dyspepsia.

MADE BY scot: & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTTS EMULSION^

THE

Fanner's Wife Reduces

Consumption Secretly.

bright farm housewife, who manages to buy at least one War Savings
Stamp a week, tells how she does It
by inducing her family to especially
like what she prepares for them. She
does not tell them they cannot afford
fresh meat at present prices—to do so
would only whet their appetite for U.
They do not even realize that she is
not buying as much meat as ever.
She has cut down the quantity consumed by substituting other appotizing thingB and makes the meat she
uses
go farther by serving less expensive things with it. Scalloped potatoes and other vegetables are popular with the family, vegetable salads
with cream mayonnaise never go begging. and fried or grilled apples are
“tasty" with veal or pork. This woman's larder is well supplied with
green vegetables preserved by the cold

RECREATION AND ACCUMU-

I

So look for

£

WHSGLEY3

s

In the ss3!ed package that
keeps ail of its goodness in.
That's why

The
v

Flavor Lasts?

TO ARRANGE FARROWING PEN
It Should Be Dry, Well Ventilated and
Free From Drafts—Guard Rail
Saves Pigs.
The farrowing pen should be dry,
well ventilated and free from drafts.
It is a good plan to provide the pen
with a guard-rail made of two by
eight inch plunks, fastened with their
edges against the sides of the pen a
These prevent
little above the bed.
the sow from laying against the partition and lessen the danger of injury
to the little pigs, which often find
the space under the guard a very convenient refuge.

We

are

sauce

with
or

paint thorn the hands or
wearing apparel wefr in kerosene and
remove

wash at once*.
Gray’s Sweet Powders- for Children
For feverishness,
iad stomach, teething
disorders, mow and rignlatefcha bowels and:
ire a pleasant remedy, for worms.
Used by
mothers for 30 year3.. They never fail. At all
[truggist8. Sample FSEE. Address M-juhbr
Gray Co., LscRoy, N. Y_.
Mother

SiH)in iisjsr <£&

RESULTS TELL

PLANES

No Doubt Al»ouU

tile Kes.ults La Ellsworth*

__

Fowl by Airmetr
With Machine Guns Prohibited.

Shooting

of

Wild

Washington—Shooting of wild fowl
with machine guns from airplanes, the
latest device employed by sportsmen
along the Atlantic coast, has been forbidden by order of the director of milInstructions have
itary aeronautics.
been issued by the director to conduct
all flights along the coast wherever
migratory wild fowl may be foand in
such a manner to Interfere as little as
possible with the birds.
—

Results tell tihe taler.
All doubt is.removed.
The

testimony of u« Ells worth, eiti ien.
easily investigated.

Can be

What bett-ar

prooi-can he had?

H.

Dwovan* prop, of restaurant*
Water St., Ellsworth, says:. *1 have used
Doan’s Kiiney Piils for-the past five years
J*

found, iny kictaeys
stand on my
feet a goad deal when working, and l am
exposed to draughts. X know this is what
causes my trouble.
At times* my back
has pained severely and my legs have

whenever

I

bate

needed rjtentio’ji.

1 b*ve te

cramped.

re

I also ba

suffered from

dizzy

Heavy Child.
spells. As soon as L have noticed any of
Kansas City, Mo.—The West Plalas these
symptoms coming on, I have got a
Juill reports the death of a child of box of Doan’B Kidney Pills at E. G.
8 years from that place who weighed Moore’s l*ug Store, and
they have soon
227 pounds. At birth he only weighed fixed me
up all right. I certainly am glad
three aad one-half pounds but when to endorse Doan^s Kidney Pills.n
to put on
a few months old began
Price 130c at all dealers. DcuPt simply
weight.
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kid„ne same that Mr.
Donovan
ney Pills
No Co-Operation.
had.
Foster Milburn
Co.,
Mfgrs.,
“I always try to n*ke the best of Buffalo, N. V.
a bad .situation," remarked Mr. Glittery.
“What do you do when your water
pipes freeae and then burst?"
“Oh, I sing a little song just to show
that I’m not worrying.'*
“That’s highly commendable.’*
“But when the water begins to leak
on the people who occupy the flat beneath mine to save my life I can't persuade them to join me in singing.”—

proportions—food,
shelter,
peanut butter cvr tomato proper
recreation,
improvement,
fried onions means two or clothing,
etc.
three helpings art around, she claims. charity, savings,
The possession of money for itself
Vegetable stew, with dumplings or
is not an incentive to one who would
toast strips, she makes so appealing
the heat from life, but it should be
that the children prefer it to meat get
every child that savdishes.
Dainty biscuits or buttered impressed upon
will bring the best things In the
toast, with preserved fruit and milk ing
therefore thrift Is necBirmingham Age-IIerald.
solves the supper problem years to come,
or cocoa,
Many wonderful opportuniessary.
for them.
ties have been missed because of lack
Even farmerfolk have to go lighter
of financial ability to take advantage
The Rose's Name.
than usual on butter and eggs, but
of them.
The name “rose" varies only slightor
baked,
occasional omelettes, plain
Once the thrift habit is formed, op
ly among different nations. The Rofind their way to this woman’s table.
Prices vary, and
mans called it rosa—a form adhered
appear.
She tries to make everything especial- portunitlos
a few cents saved here and there may
to in Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and
ly delicious, and resorts occasionally
be added to one's store without alter- Russian. In Polish It is roza, In Dutch
to
psychology, remarking casually
the conditions of a budget. The roos, in Swedish ros, and In French,
that some favorite dish will be served ing
possibilities of left-overs and make- German and Danish rose.
as soon as she finds time to prepare
are unlimited
when thrift beovers
it, a plan which works like magic.
habit. By saving systematicomes a
She says her family is better nourBracelets for Lunatics.
nnd spending wisely, one may enished than ever, and by her clever cally
Bracelets have been worn from tlm<
to the utmost. The possession
life
joy
War
Savmanagement she buys many
of a goodly number of War Savings immemorial, but few wearers of thi
ings Stamps.
Stamps will also add materially to I golden bands of the present day know
of mind and buoyancy of spirits. I that they were once used to distin
Do invest your small savings in peace
guish the insane. Before lunatics wtr<
Thrift Stamps, War Savings Stamps,
confined to asylums they wore an arm
War -Saving Stamps hold your monLiberty Bonds and other safe investlet for distinction.
(
ey for opportunity's call.
ments.
roni

Kerosene.
To

There Gan

BAR HUNTING FROM
ro Save Systematically is Not to
Eliminate all Joy of Living.

c

.act*,'.

LATION.

all saving—It is the fashion;
>ut truth compels the statement that
nany of us do not know how to do it
without feeling that we are missing
lomething. We make wonderful re
lolves to sacrifice this, that or the
>ther indulgence, to buy Thrift or
War Savings Stamps.
Heroically we resolve to eliminate
lomething we have enjoyed or been
aenefited by, as if that were the- only
It may be that the
thing to do.
‘movies" have been abandoned by
iome one who had found in them a
change of thought when weary. For
period of weeks they have been tabooed, and the Thrift Stamps have
accumulated merrily, but the saver
experiences a tension and strain without the customary relaxation.
Some day realization comes, reaction follows, and then—farewell i»
thrift.
Instead of wholly cutting 'ml
pack process.
either the favorite amusement or
Polenta is a favorite dish—mush
not balance things a little
flavored with cheese and onions, fried thrift, why
Maca- more evenly, divide the income into
crisp or served cold in slices.
A

4

^
4

a

Meat

crop 4

potatoes and early

AND

FAMILY MENU.

vegetables are out of the way.
This is plowed under and takes <?
4 the place of some of the barn- X
j
4 yard manure that was formerly
J, hauled.

^tate

Page

■

PSYCHOLOGY

thereon.

nnr.iurr

j

Tfis
laraestseliina sum 'X^
^
in ths world nafuraiiv has to have
package worthy
a
j
of its contents,
j

—

For many years hundreds of our customers
the instant bunion
have used FAIKYFOOT
relief and cure
it gives wonderful results.
Almost instantly after applying FA1RYF0<>T
the pain vanishes and the inflammation dis—

appears.

FA1RYFOOT literally melts away the bunion
Before you realize it. the loot
enlargement.
is back to its normal size and shape.
It is well to take the woTd of many users but
not necessary, for a FREE trial will comince
you. Call and get a box of FAIRYFO VT. If
after using two plasters you are not satisfied,
return and get all your money back We guar
antee you this

ALEXANDER’S PHARMACY
Ellsworth, Me.
"

PARKER’S

HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.

For Restoring Color and
Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
60c. and

$1.00 at Druggists.

TOWN

the tCllsujortl) American
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
W. H. Titus, Editor aud Manager.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)
...

Single Copies.05
APPLICATION.

ADVERTISING RATES ON

Business communications should be addressed to, and all checks and money orders
made payable to The Hancock County Pub-

COUNTY GOSSIP.
Mariaville and other up-river
towns of the county report that the earthquake shock felt in Bangor March 7, was
also felt there.

Moderator, F L Trundy; clerk, C D
Edwin
assessors:
Sargent; selectmen,
Clark, F L Goodwin, J A Stover; treasurer, C D Sargent; collector, C H Work-

Co.. Ellsworth, Maine.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, 1919.

SORRENTO.

Otis,

man.

The Hancock county local draft board
week, and all

■wound up its business last
the documents and records

ready for shipment.

are

Total appropriations, £4,992 59.
DEDHAM.

packed and

Ernest W Burrill; clerk,
Clifford L. Burrill; selectmen, assessors,
George W Brewster, George A Grey, Maurice
Miller; treasurer and collector,
Moderator,

Most of them will

go direct to Washington, but a few of the
records will go to the adjutant-general’s
office in Augusta and from there, eventu-

Ernest W Burrill.

ally,

to Washington. The Hancock county
board is the Srst in the State to thus
finish up its work. Hancock county also
leads in another and larger way. It is the
banner county of the United States, says
Mr. Flye of the local board, in tilling its
quotas on the various draft calls, being
the only county in the country that has
exceeded its quota, having five more men
to its credit than had been called for
when the armistice

was

Total appropriations, £3,403.98.
LONG ISLAND PLANTATION.

Moderator, Alexander P Davis; clerk,
Alphonso L Lunt; selectmen, assessors,
E C Van N’orden, Nathan F Osier, G W
Davis; treasurer, Alphonso L Lunt; collector, A P Davis.

j

Tolal

Moderator, P W Scott; clerk, A H
P
S
Greenlaw, selectmen, assessors,
Knowlton, G E Snowman, T H Thompson;
treasurer, H P Spofford; collector, D W

A COMPORTING LETTER.

Torrey; street commissioner, CT Powers.
Total appropriations, £13,558..

The following letter has been received
a

nurse

at

the

base*

hospital

France where Winfield Maddocks died
October 12 last, as previously reported:

in
on

Moderator, Ernest Rice; clerk, l larence
Colwell; selectmen, assessors, F T.
Wood, A B Holt, F P Noyes, W F Bruce,
Henry Havey; treasurer, W L Tracy;
collector, W. L Tracy.
Total appropriations, $17,20S.
B

in the evening.
As a representative of tbe American Red
Cross home communication
service, 1 visited him frequently duringtbe week of his
severe illness.
I asked his permission
to write to you, but he was afraid
you would be worried if a letter reached
you which he had not written. On Friday
he still hoped to write in a
day or two,
and the following morning, a short time
before he became unconscious, be asked
me to send his love to
you all at home.
Every effort was made by physicians
and nurses to save bis life, but the disease
had taken too strong a bold
upon him
before he reached the
hospital. He had
remained at his post
through very severe
weather, and in his devotion to you his
strength was taxed to the utmost.
1 am sure you will
always cherish a
gTeat pride in tbe gallantry of Private
Maddocks. and find comfort in the remembrance of his bravery and the
high
sense of
duty aud patriotism which led
him to give even life itself for his
country
h*Shest Christian principles.
I he military service was held in
the

SULLIVAN.

Moderator, A P Havey; clerk, F A
Noyes; selectmen, assessors: A P Havey,
H A Holt, E E Bragdon; treasurer and
collector, E F Clapham.
Total appropriations, |S,67S.
MOUNT DESERT.

Moderator, Jerome H Knowles; clerk.
William S. Holmes; selectmen, assessors:
Edward A Hodgdon, Frank G Spurling,
Pearl Bordeaux; treasurer and collector,
Merritt T Ober.
Total appropriations, $57,240.
ORLAND.

Total

American cemetery at Toul,
France, a
very quiet resting-place
in
a
very
beautiful
country. Please accept my
deepest sympathy in your great sorrow.

Moderator, OS Tapiey; clerk, Georg*
HTapley; selectmen, F J Perkins. E J
Smith, C W Grindle; treasurer, Ray C
Grindle; collector, Warren Chatto.

Stella M. Weyee.

SWAN’S ISLAND.

Total appropriations. $9,219.

j

Great
Bastern Fish Co. here, is ill of tonsilitis.

Capt. R. F. Pray has returned from
Portland, where he has beeti
employed
the past winter.

WALTHAM.

Moderator, Edward P Bartlett; clerk,
Capt. George B. Smith is about ready i A K Haslaro; selectmen, assessors: A K
to start out
pollocking in the schooner Haslam, Alden CHaslana, Howard 1* JorKatie C. Lamson.
dan; treasurer. Earle K.jOrda»;.collector,
Harvard L Hanlam; street commie*ss>ner,
William Sprague has moved his

garage
to Torries Island, where he will use
it for
a camp this summer. He
is to have a weir
at the island.

B

Rockland, where they have had employment through the winter.
L. E. Joyce of Rockland has offered
his

two small gasolene boats for
sale, as be
is going to
Lunenburg, N. 8., to buy Bsh
this summer.
March 17.
g
LAMOINE.

Harvey Moore and
td their home here for

wife

have returned

awhile.

Mary H. Coolidge is poorly. Her
laughter Olive has retired from school
Vork to be with her.
Mtb.

•An. Lillian Salisbury has returned
from Bangor, where Bhe has been with
her brother, Irving Young.
March 17.

R.

1

all

brought

ier.

:

gold stars have been plactd

kin day school service
•burch.

ftalpta

They

are

Reynolds
Clarke French,
W.

flag

fidelity

and
he

large

with

a

men,

whose

of life

business

rare

In

tasks

number

E.

Mr.

Hurley
unflinching in-

came

of

*

H. Dunbar and wife.
March 17.

legal ^Otirfft-

was

re-elected

in

at

Forrest Richardson of this place and
Leah Farrill of Ellsworth were married at
the parsonage on Tuesday afternoon by
Rev. W. H. Rice. They left by automobile
for Bangor. They were given a serenade

Thursday evening.
Y.

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a
,ocal disease, greatly influenced by constitutional conditions, and in order to cure it you
internal
most take an
remedy. Hall’s
Catarrh Medicine is taken internally and
acts through the blood on the mucous surthe
faces of
system. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine
was prescribed by one of the best physicians
in this country for yea re. It is composed of
some of the best tonics known, combined
with some of the best blood purifiers. The
perfect combination of the ingredients in
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is what produce^
such wonderful results in catarrhal conditions. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
All Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

the

on

the

Lester JL

and

Shirley ft Graves.

One half of

Lot

Eft.

re-

Gross aseeta,
Dedtsct Items not udtaaitted,

OBITCABY.
Clarence

Lord died Saturday evening,
brief illness. He was born at

following a
East Surry, August 11, 1866, and came to
Surry Tillage to live about thirty years ago.
For several years he was
employed on

STATE OF MAiINE.
Hancock

ss.

|

ilDumisnnnua

Gray

Spring

and wife.

S. G. Cunningham, who is employed at
the State hospital at Bangor, and his stepdaughter, Miss Nellie Bunker, recently
visited his mother, Mrs. Emeline Cun-

Medicine

PAUPEK

NOTICE.

contracted with the

Hood’s parilla
|

Purifies the Blood

City of Ellsfor those who
during five years beginmay
ning Jan. 1, 1915, and are legal residents of
Ellsworth, I forbid all persons trusting them
on my account, as there is plenty of room and
accommodations to care for them at the Oity
Farm house.
Arthur B. Mitchell.
worth
HAVING
support and
need assistance
to

j
I

care

#20,233.749 61
1,879.035 67

Admitted assets.
#1 *.564.713 94
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1918.
Net

unpaid losses and special

re-

#6,138.923 73
6.012.425 42
1,288.103 36
a.uou.Ouu 00
2,147.261 43

serve,

Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and
C. C. BURUILL &
:

#18,554,713 94
surplus.
SON, Ellsworth, Agents.

THE FIDELITY AND CASUALTY CO. OF
NEW YORK.
92-94 LIF.KBTY BT-. 97 103 CKDMI ST., NEW YOBE
CITY.

ASSETS DEC. 31,-1818.
Real estate
#1,218,833 45
46,192 79
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds
14,105,05253
634,056 44
Cash in office and bank
138.376 15
Agents’balances,
500 06
Bills receivab-b,
127,25.’*
Interest a ad rents
All other assets
3,104.35405

#19,373.619;'#
2,097.98##

Gross assets
Deduct items not admitted
Admitted

#17,27501#)

assets

LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid lossos
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities
Cash capital
Surplus over all liabilities

1918.

$6,634.6518
6,728.604 #
l,7t8.7T356
l.ooo.oooot
2.203.60247

Total liabilities and surplus,
#17,275 631#
OMAR W. TAPLEY. Ellsworth, Agent.

HART-

THE AUTOMOBILE IN8. COi OF
FORD, CONN.
650 MAIN AT., HARTFORD,

lONN.

ASSETS DEC. 81. 1918-

JLcgal ^Cotters.
I

#12.7.88.580 88
256 42938

BALTIMORE. MD.

I

one

1,442.100 00
60541506
fl.591.985 IS
2.094,27196
1,582.827 01
18.58573
13L33082
276465u

A8HM6TS DEC. 81. 1918
Real estate.
# 710.567 14
21400 00
Mortgage loanr,
Collateral loans,
111.795 90
Stocks and bonds.
13,250.002 29
Cash in office andl bank.
1,679.20291
Agents' balances,
3,736.522 55
Bills receivable,
3.400 00
Interest and renUr
652.M2 53
AJt other assets,
167.916 73

THE

Monday, March 17, for the benefit of
of their former classmates who bas
cently suffered a painful accident.

AND~SURBTT

«T.VA

UNITED STATES FIDELITY AND GUARANTY CO.

Henna*

STATE OF MAINE.
a
Hancock as.—At
probate court held
in and tor said county or
at Ellsworth,
Hancock, on the fourth day of March, in
Lord one thousand nine
ear of our
the
hundred and nineteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
ARTHUR BERTRAM RANDOLPH, late of
WEST DENE, SHE RING HAM, in the
county of NORFOLK, and kingdom
of ENGLAND.
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
kingdom of England, duly authenticated,
having been presented to the judge of probate
lor our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed aud recorded in
the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
priuted at Ellsworth, in said county of Hanthe first day of April, a.
cock, prior to
d. 1919, that they may appear at a probate
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and
for said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy.
Attest—Roy C. Haj nes, Register.

for merit

Total liabilities and surplss
#12.482.151 51
WILLI AM E. WHITING. ElUwortb, Agent,

1

j

West side

Admitted assets
#12.482,151 51
LIABILITIES DEC. 31.1918.
Net anpsid losses
#2.997,002 49
Unearned premiums
3,196,180 54
All other liabilities
748.261 41
Cash capital,
2.000.000 00
Surplus over all liabilities
8.240.107 07

HOTEL H&P WANTED

class- of the high
cake wad codes sale

ELLSWORTH, on Water
Two store
second floor
tenement*
privilege; known as .Malon#

Gross assets
Deduct Heins not admitted

^

a

Dean St

on

CASUALTY
COMPANY.
HARTFORD, CORN.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1918.
Mortage loans
#
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank
Agents’balances
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets

SALESMAN—Lubricating

junior

nf

lUgaf Moticta.
THE

MEN

the

shore

Two-thirds in common and undivided, lot
ELLSWORTH, near Union
River bride*
known as “Coombs Block" property.

WANTED^

conducted

one acre on

Haynes heirs andj

Lot of land in ELLSWORTH, on
of Oak street, south of property
known as File* house.

ffclp E&anUU.

March#J, 1949.
appeared the above named
petitioner, Stephen W. Danfbrth, and made
oath tha1. he has read the above petition, and
knows tne contents thereof, and that the
same is true of his own knowledge, except the
matters stated on information and bellaf. and
that as to those matters, h« believes them to
be true.
Before me,
'L. S.)
Raymond F»llcw9,
Notary Public.

MT.DE.SERT

Lyman lot.

In

buildings.

THKS.

Hancock ss.
Then personally

“na

adjoining poetofflce lot

with
buildings,
stable aud shore

ONE

JFor

Lurvey,

C.

of land

street,

HOUSE

school

certain lot In
as Knowles or

a

Dear I.i.

on

Irvine McPat

Lot of land in ELLSWORTH,
adjoining Bowden Store lot.

Co Erf.

suggestion ot two Wind-tauarUd

LANDING,

Tburlow Bros.' wharf

oear

Lot of land in Trenton,
bav, next lands of David
J. E. Rothery.

HORSR8—One

|

ningham.
Mar. 17.

GREEN'S

formerly known

HOUSE

good

|

at

Lot of land In HANCOCK,
land farm property.

1901

Supreme Judicial Court.
In Vacation.
the old Surry-Rock land line. After it was
On the foregoing petition, it is ordered: ;
the petitioner give notice to the said
preaching service* will In held »«xt Sun- discontinued, he worked onboard pleasure That
Florence A. Dodge and Frank L. Dodge, sup- :
day.
yachts, viBiting Europe and other places posed known claimants residing outside of
at Jamestown in
Robert McKay and wit'*,, who have been of interest. Tbe latter part of his life he the State of Maine, to wit,
the state of New York, to appear before the
justice of our supreme judicial court to be j
occupying the A%»x Moure bouse during spent on a Xantasket line steamboat.
within aud for the county :
Mr. Lord has enjoyed
the winter, have returned. to Bar Harbor.
health until held at Ellsworth
of Hancock on the fourth Tuesday of April,
within a couple of years.
Mr. McKay has resigned his position as
He was kind- a. d. 1919, by causing an attested copy of this
|
petition and of this order thereon, to be
mail-carrier
hearted, industrious and public-spirited. served
between Jar
Harbor and
upon each of said persons by some
He leaves a wife, Millie
Northeast Harbor, and his plage has been
Gasper Lord, person duly authorized to serve civil processes
one son, Leon C.,
and two daughters, in the place where each of said respondent
taken by Manchester Bros.
named may be found at the time of
Ethel BDd Mira Lord; also two brothers, persons
March
said service, fourteen .days at least piiorto
With
Howard of East Surry and Austin of Fort the fourth Tuesday of April, 1919, that each of
them may appear before our Bald court then
WEST SURRY.
Bragg, Calif.
to be held at said Ellsworth in and for said
He was a member
of tbe I. e). O. F. county of Hancock as aforesaid, and answer
Irving Grindle and wife are employed
to said
petition; also said petitioner give
lodge at Ellsworth and of Arbutus grange. public notice to all persons unknown, claimin Bangor.
ing as heirs, devisees or assigns by. through
March 17.
Spec.
School will commence March 24, tan ght
or under said Hannah A. Dodge late of said
Verona deceased, ol the pendency of said
by Miss Mary Biliington.
petition, by
publishing an attested copy
MARIA V1LLE.
thereof attested by T- F. Mahoney, clerk of
Leonard Gray recently found a black
Mrs. George Dority is improving.
courts, with this order of court thereon, once
snake in his wood road, twenty-two ina week for three weeks successively in the
I
Miss Lillie Parsons is visiting her Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
ches long.
at Eliaworth
in said county of Hancock.
mother, Mrs. Mary Parsons.
State of Maine, the last publication to be
James Grindle and wife are visiting his
fourteen days fat least prior to the fourth
William
John
Carr
ran
a
spike
through
parents, Emery Grindle and wife, at East his
Tuesday of April, a. d. 1919, that ail supposed
toot recently, inflicting an
ugly unknown claimants may then appear in our
Orland.
said court and answer to said petition.
wound.
Miss Ethel Black retnrned to BrooksLubrk Bl Dbaby,
Mar. 15.
8.
Juatice of tne Sup. J ud. Court.
ville Sunday, after spending two weeks
March 13,1919.
with her sister, Mrs. Albert Carter,
A true copy of the petition and order of
court thereon.
Miss Ruby Anderson spent the week-end
Attest:—T F. Mahoney, Clerk 8. J. Court.
with her
G. F.

grandparents, Capt.

lx>t

Thoroughfare,
factory.

Jfot Salt.

Union

for

L.
a student at Bangor
theological seminary, occupied the Union
church pulpit last Sunday morning and
evening. It is expected, that the usual

j

Frank,!,

STATE OF MAINE.

Lot in ELLSWORTH, ou Waltham road,
known as Walter M. Haines lot.
Hancock ss.
the Supreme Judicial Court In and for
To
1900,
Lot in SEDGWICK. 9 acres, near lands of
the County of Hancock and State of Maine.
Hezekiah Byard and Wm. Hooper.
and 1902, and was again elected in 1907 and
Stephen W. Danforth of Verona, 'county of
of
1910. He was a member
the Philip H. Hancock and State of Maine, respectfully
Lot of land in EDEN, 25 acres on town
pttitious and gives this Honorable Court road, next to land of Washburn McFarland
Sheridan council, K. of C.
and Geo. W. Newman.
to be inlormed.
The funeral was held at St. Joseph’s
First: That he is the owner and in possesl-ot of land in EDEN. 50 acres, on Break
sion of certain land and the buildings thereCatholic church Tuesday morning, the
Neck road, next lands of Brewer Realty Co.
on, situated in the town of Verona, in said
Geo. W Newman.
pastor, Rev. P. J. Flanagan, officiating. county of Hancock, and bounded and de- and
The bearers were James Dunleavey, John scribed as follows, to wit: A certain lot or
Lot of land in ELLSWORTH, known as
parcel of land situated in said Verona on the Forsaith place; double tenement and stable;
H. Bresnahan, Thomas Gaynor and Edeasterly side of the main road and bounded corner East Main and Oak streets, opposite
ward L. Drummy. Interment was in the westerly by said road, southerly by the Unitarian cburch.
Widow Saunders lot, easterly by Folsom and
family lot at Mount Calvary. There was a Gardner’s land and northerly
Two lots. 10 and 15 acres, in EDEN, near
by a roadwaycommittal service and prayers at the leading from the main road. Said lot con- Jones' Marsh, adapted for cranberry raising,
tains four acres, more or less, and is the
grave.
Lot at GREEN'S LANDING VILLAGE,
same lot, with buildings thereon, upon which
shore property adjoining lobster factory, toI now leside.
ABE L. FRIEND.
Also all my right, title and Interest In and gether with wharf and buildings.
to any real'estate mineral rights and pnviAbe L. Friend of Ellsworth died Monleges and rights to carry on mining in all its
Verona, including
day evening at the hospital in Bangor, branches in said town of and
all land rights for roads
building lots.
after an illness of little more than a week.
Also three-eighths undivided of another lot
Mr. Friend was in the forty-fifth year containing about fifty acres, next to and adon Third street; 6 rooms, electric
the Collins lot. so called, bounded as
lights and water.
of his age.
He was bom in Ellsworth, joining
Apply to J. B.
follows: Northerly by land of Fred MansHolmes, Ellsworth.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. David Friend,
field. easterly by the center line, southerly by
the Collins lot. now of John Delano, westerly
horse, 9 years old, weight
and this city had always been his home
tv the Trim place, so-called, and now occu1200, good worker or driver; one horse.
except for a few years spent in Presque pied by Mrs. George McFarland.
10 years old, weight MAO
Apply to C. J.
Trbworoy Corp., Ellsworth Falls.
Second: That your petitioner claims au
Isle, where he was in business with his
estate of freehold iu the whole of said real
father. In recent years he had been em- estate above described, and claims to be the
ployed most of the time as travelling absolute owner in fee simple thereof.
Third: That
petitioner and those
salesman, but for a few years was located under whom he your
claims bave been in uninat Sorry village, for low rent; land
for garden if wanted. Also two cottage
in Pennsylvania. He had a large acquainterrupted possession of said property for
next preceding the
lots at Contention Cove, East Surry, for sale.
four
more than
years
tance throughout Hancock county, and
O. H. Wasson, Surry road, Ellsworth, Me.
date of this petition.
many who recall his genial manner and
Fourth:
That tne source or tine or your
or two furnished rooms.
Apply at
A guardian's deed
it as follows:
good-heartedness will learn of his death
77 Franklin 8t.
rom O. B-Trott, guardian of Hattie B. Ginn
with regret.
dated
and
reand Joseph Ginn,
April 20, 1877,
He had been prominent in masonic and corded in Hancock registry of deeds, vol. 158,
Salt ot to
page 114; and deed of Julia C. Barnard et
the Knights of Pythias lodges in Ellsals, dated April 14, 1880. and recorded in HanK. Whiling house on Pine street.
cock registry of deeds, vol. 178, page 401.
worth.
Apply to Mbs. Thbrbsa O. Whiting,
Ellsworth. Me.
Fifth: That on the 15th day of March, a. d.
He leaves besides bis parents, two
1915, your petitioner, by covenants of warsisters, Mrs. Mortimer Levy of New York, ranty upon which he may be liable, (although
and
Mrs. E.
Davidson of all liability is expressly denied), deeded to
Burleigh
Hannah A. Dodge, her heirs and assigns, in
Lafayette, Ind.
consideration that the aaid Hannah A. Dodge
should care and provide for your petitioner
The funeral will be held to-morrow
during his lifetime, the following described
forenoon at 10 o’clock at White’s under- property: **A certain lot or parcel of land
or
women
to take orders among
in said Verona, on the easterly side
iB
taking rooms
Bangor, and interment situated
friends and neighbors for the gennine
of the Main road and bounded westerly on
will be in the family lot in Bangor.
said road, southerly on the Widow Saunders guaranteed hoisery. full line for men, women
and children. Eliminates darning. W'e pay
lot. easterly by Folsom A Gardner’s land 50c an
hour spare time or $24 a week for full
and northerly by a roadway leading from the
time. Experience unnecessary. Write. InSURRY.
Main road. Bald lot contains four acres, more tkrnationas.
Stocrin® Mill, Norristown. Pa.
or less, and is the same lot with buildings
Mrs. Mary E. Gray and daughter Lizzie, thereon upon which I now reside, also all the
and
furniture
oil, grease, spechousehold
personal
goods,
who have spent a month at home,
reialties, paint; part or whole time. Comproperty in and about said buildings.
turned to-day to Brooklin, where Miss
mission basis. Mau with car or rig preferred.
Also all my rights, title and interest in and
Rivkrsidb Kettivino Co., Cleveland, O.
to any real estate mineral rights and priviGrey i» teaching.
leges and rights to carry on mining in all its
Mrs. Charles Mann and children of branches in said to wit of Verona, including
tiSantrtj.
Hampden are visiting her brother,! Fran- all land' rights for roads and building lota.
This conveyance is made by n»e to the said
cis Smith.
/■^ 1RL for general housework.
Hannah A. Dodge upeu the condition that
Apply to
T Mrs. Harry L. Crabtree, Ellsworth
Ernest Gasper of Somerville, Mass., she, the said Hannah A. Dodge, shall pay all
expenses of sickness and !
my Just debts,
was called home by
the death of his funeral charges as soon as may he after my
decease. Which said condition the said Hanbrother-in-law, Clarence Lord.
nah A. Dodge has failed to perform, and the
Miss Fannie Allen has gone to Portland consideration aforesaid hvm totally failud.
f^/"k WOMEN and girls wanted for best
Sixth: Thao an apprehension exists that
for an extended visit.
OVJ year around hotels in Maine; 26
Florence A. Dodge of Jamestown in the state
waitresses, fine tip hotels; also chamber,
said
Guy Jordan, a student at Bucksport of New York, and Frank L. Dodge of
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women,
Jamestown, or persons unknown to your pechefs, pastry and all-Lround cooks. Bell and
seminary, suffered a sad accident Thurs- titioner. claiming as heirs, devisees or as
ana
third cooks for
bu»s boys, second
day, March 6. While at the gymnasium, signs by, through, or under said Hannah A hotel positions. Apply always to M«im HoDodge, late of said Verona, deceased, claim ; rn Aubncy, new quarters, 90 Main street,
a broom was thrown, the tnd hitting one
or
interest
in
tit-V*
some
claim
or may
right,
Established
37
Bangor.
girls
years. 5)00
the aforedescrioed premises, adverse to the
Inclose
wanted for best summer hotels.
eye and destroying the sight. 'Mr. Jorestate of your pet.tioner.
•tamp for reply. Few high grade housework
dan has returned borne, and is quite complaces.
Seventh: That the aforesaid apprehension
fortable.
creates a cloud on the title of your petitioner
said premises and depreciates the
The smelting industry has ceased for to the
market value thereof, and prevents eaey sale
li l
this season, as the ice has left the bay.
of the same.
that
the
Wherefore
prays
MKET1N6.
petitioner
ANNUAL
Surry Red Cross will give another of its aaid Florenceyour
A. Dodge and Frank L. Dodge,
annual meeting of tbe shareholders
dances at the grangs hail
be vutumoaed to
Wednesday and persons unknown, may
ot the Bucksport Loan A Building Asshow cause why they should not briu$ an
evening, March 19.
sociation will be held at the office ®f the seactiou to try title to the above described
on Thursday, March 27. 1919, at 7.30
Arbutus grange conferred the third and
premises, and set u? their claim therein :4 lectmen
have.
p. m., for the election of officers of the associfourth degrees on five candidates at its any they
ation and to transact such other business as
And your petitioner further prays tbat this
come before said meeting.
last meeting, after
which
a
harvest honorable court may order such notice on. may lagally
P P Smith, Sec.
Florence A. Dodge. Frank L. Dodge and
supper was served. An
Bucksport, Me., March 17, )9i9t
entertaining persons unknown,
as it may deem proper.
was
then
program
given. The grange
And that your petitioner may have suchNOTICE.
voted to bold its next meeting
Friday, other and further relief as the nature of the!
the undersigned, Laurel F. Poors, of
March 21, as many wish to attend the case may requiie.
9 Ellsworth. Me., hereby forbid anyone
Dated at Verona, Maine, this filth day of harboring or trusting my wife,. Edith Poors,
grange anniversary at East BluehiiL
an
March, a. d. 1919.
my account after this date, aa I shall pay
I bo bflla of her contracting.
Miss Ella Jarvis, who is.
STKPSIt.C W. Dausorth.
at
teaching
1
Laurbl F. Poors.
Orriogtoo, » spending a few days in
Ellsworth. Me.. March 10.19194
town.
STATE OF MAINE.
in

VlLLAnc
*<LA0E'

One-fourth In common and undivided
HANCOCK adjoining John Ball and

HARDEN and PRESCOTT FARM, about 50
acres, BAR HARBOR, now known as Ml.
Kebo Spring.

retained

He was a prominent
throughout life.
democrat. He was elected street commissioner

Lot at GREEN S LANDING
land Robert Knowlton.

next

Lot of land in ELLSWORTH, West side
Union river and North side Branch Pond
road.

in contact

he

Card's

property.

of

representative

acquaintance

on

One eighth in common and undivided, lot
of land. LAMOINE. Cold Spring Water Co.

Emily Coombs, with daughter
Brewer, is visiting her parents,

Mrs.

Sylvia,
the

tegrity.

citizens,

The ©id tire bcuee was recently sold at
taction to James B Bain, She highest tidThree

at his mill.

ELLSWORTH,
privilege.

Brick block. State street, ELLSWORTH,
consisting of store and basement, storehouses; second floor rented by Hancock Co.
Savings Bank; third floor, tenement.

17._

JNORTH LAMOINE.
Ernest Young spent last week at Bayside.

ft Mar. 17.

F Jordan.
Total appropriations, $X,3i5.

NORTHEAST HARBOR,

from

To them

Margaret.
To

Lot of land in
stream, with water

H. A. Snow has purchased the home belonging to Mrs. E. C. Mason.
H. E. Dunbar is manufacturing staves

born eleven

At the

A. G. Dolliver and wife and
E. W.
Gross and wife returned last week

ith

£pr

EA*TBErx>SL

Moderator, P L Wilbur; clerk, E H
Ash; selectmen,assessors: P A DeMeyer,
P L Wilbur, V G Hasiam; treasurer, E L
Wilbur; collector and street commissioner, D R Wit bur.
Total appropriations, $3,7(0.

of tbe

manager

appropriations, $10,3510.
BROOKBVILLK.

Very sincerely,

Byron Carter of Southwest Harbor
spent last week with his brother Nelson.
Mrs. Lewie Butman was in Bockiand
last week for medical treatment.

Dunbar.

H

who survives him.

Bucksport.

G. Dunbar is tearing down the building that he bought of Dr. Abrams.
A.

1871 he married Miss Margaret Ford

city,

a

jhmalt Jjclp

Moderator, I R Saunders; clerk, E O
N H
selectmen,
Sugden;
assessors,
Ames, L B Johnson, F G Snowman;
treasurer, 8 R Hutchins; collector, H

aD'rv*°r

w

Estate

an

The following briefly described Real Estate. For ),aN
tieulars apply to (call or write) E. F. Small at the Bur.
rill National Bank, Main Street, Ellsworth.

and is home.

visit in Brewer and

children, seven of whom
are
living—Daniel, Mrs. J. J. Duffy,
Charles, Catherine, Annie, Sylvia and
were

SALE

To Settle

fieiitioner

GOULDSBORO.

Base Hospital 45, Oct. 14,1918.
My Dear Mrs. Herrick:—
It is with heartfelt sympathy that 1
write to you of the death of Private Winfield Maddocks from myocarditis, in the
contagious hospital, on October 12, at 6.30

Harry JohDson,

appropriations, £790.
DEER ISLE.

signed.

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

from

ness, and later entered into business
the late Hamilton Joy.
In

FOR

pneu-

Miss Helen Dunbar has returned from

When a young
when three years of age.
be learned the carriage-making busi-

of this

from

Austin Blaisdell has finished work at

Kenduskeag,

man

FRANKLIN.

Moderator, Boyd A Blaisdell; clerk,
John W Blaisdell; selectmen, assessors:
William E Bragdon, Cbas J Murch. Grafton L Bunker; treasurer, Boyd A Blaisdell; collector, E W Hastings.
Total appropriations, £7,750.

lishing

Saturday evening.
Hurley was born in Fredericton,
N. B., October, 1846, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Hurley, coming to Ellsworth

Moderator, N T Morse; clerk, A G
Fred E
Sprague; selectmen, assessors:
Wilbur, Seth Joyce, R S Graffam; treasSadler;
urer, N T Morse; collector, Merrill
street commissioner, Sherman Joyce.
Total appropriations, £7,925.

Six months.75
.38
Three months

One year.#1.50
Four months.50

recovering

Earle Farnsworth returned to his home
Saturday, after a visit here.

Mr.

swan’s island.

is

in Orono

street

H E
Moderator, H G Smallidge; clerk,
B
Joy; selectmen, assessors: F E Weston,
and
T Bickford, Irving Willey; treasurer
collector, C H Davig; street commissioner,
E C Hammond.
Total appropriations, £9,753.

AT

Mead

monia.

Jeremiah Hurley, an esteemed citizen of
Ellsworth, died at his home oil Union

WINTER HARBOR.

ELLSWORH, MAINE
BY TriK

Roy

HURLEY.

JEREMIAH

HanOfficers Elected for the Year In
Towns.
cock County

PUBI I8HBD

EVERY

EAST OR LAND.

OBITUARY.

MEETINGS.

462.WOW
682,175*

Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets.

$

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

$9,260,752*3

4,831.404

J

2.0V4.101 ••
1,253.167*
21.37411
70.652 75

44.M2

Admitted assets,
$9,218.300 3
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1918

A

j

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

8,283.wl*
548.007*

2,0o0.o00*

1,8339*6^
$9,218.2®?
Agent

Total liabilities and surplus.
WILLIAM E. WHITING, Ellsworth,

.ETNA LELE INS. CO.
Accident and Liability Department
65 J MAIN ST., HARTFORD^ CONNASSETS DEC. 31.19W.
Real estate.

$
3

Mortgage loans,

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and b*nk,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable
and suspense
accounts,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

***£*?
26< .9®

5
'^u

2.078.WJ

79*^
S«4
129,563583^

*ll9,?S*!6J5
^

njueteeu.

$149,799,1®
Admitted assets,
«,
LIABILITIES DEC. SI. 1918
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
'MtJmnM
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

A
of

Total liabiltiee and surplus.
WILLIAM E. WHITING, Agent, fcll«w0ri

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,«
the fourth day of March, in the year
on
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament

MAY, late of the DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA,
deceased, and of the proba e thereof in said
ot
District
Columbia, duly authenticated,
having been presented to the judge o! probate
said

FREDERIC

for our
county of Hancock for tbe purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
the probate court of our said county of Hancock
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the
first day of April, a.
d., 1919, that they may appear at a probate
court then to he held at ElUwortb, in and for
said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy.
Attest—Roy C. Ha inks. Register.

*?’I«-v4l6

11I’SA'So*

WffiXn
12,164._

♦HJ.’PiXrtS

CO.
j^,NBW HAMPSHIRE FIRE INS.
MANCHESTER, N. H.

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.
8
Real estate,
g 307 &
Mortgage loans,
c-si 714 0*
Stocks and bonds,
.sufitfM
Cash in office and bank,

fp,'^oH
s7 63lW
jf/gji*
*'_

Agents’balances,

Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total liabi ities and

sui

plus,

*8'°-25 772*
'4°

053J»
,*18*m
f

a647i®55*

»

asoO®*
«io'o00®

i’137^902®

^_.—•<

8’ 011.4®"
AS

[

OVER THE TOP.

CITY MEETING.

I COMMUNITY SERVICE.

flbberignaentf.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Boys’ Welfare Club Gets Its $400 In Plans for Extension of Y. M. C. A.
Charles A. Higgins,
who has
been
standing
Work to the Smaller Towns.
Voluntary 8ubscript 1ons.
SALARIES voted and
ill of pneumonia, is improving.
critically
A
The campaign
county conference was held at the
for
voluntary subCOMMITTEES APPOINTED.
Charles Getchell and family have reHcriptions to the Boys’ Welfare club, l nitarian vestry in Ellsworth yesterday
SUPERINTENDENT FOR CITY which closed .Saturday, went well over the afternoon to discuss plans for the ex- turned here from Sullivan, where they
NEW
A
PAIR
spent the winter.
CITY TO FURQHA8E A
top, with subscriptions of more than the tension of Y. M. C. A. work to the towns
FARM
Mrs. Thomas W. Grindle spent Sunday
OF WORK HORSES.
Thi9 is part of a
$•100 asked for, and they are still coming of Hancock county.
in to the treasurer, M. Y. McGown. This general plan to organize the entire State and
Monday at Carmel, where her
annual
meetol
the
is in addition to the $50 contributed by for the extension of Y. M. C. A. activities husband is working.
A recess meeting
was
held
aldermen
and
Dr. A. C. Hagerthy in the shape of rent find helpfulness to the rural communities
ing of the mayor
Shirley Gray went to Bangor last week,
witb the full board
and smaller towns.
of the rooms in the Whiting block.
called there by the death of his sister, Another lot of Honey and Glycerine Soap,
10c
Monday evening,
The meeting in Ellsworth
The contributors to the fund to date are:
yesterday Mrs. Eugene Estabrook.
worth
39c
42-in
Bleached
Cabot
present.
32c
Sheeting,
the appointment
L A Emery, Knigtfts of Pythias, Mrs A H could hardly be called representative of
The mayor announced
Miss Sanborn of Machias arrived Mon- 100 rolls
committees
the county, as
Crepe Toilet Paper, worth 12 Lc, for 7c a roll
John A Peters,
M Y McGown,
I the following standing
Joy,
comparatively few of the day to teach the grammar school, in place
towns
of
the
Ladies’
Unitarian
C
W
were
the
W
year:
H
county
club,
Urindal,
for
Munsing Wear Union Suits, spring weight,
Titus, I
represented, of Miss Lyda True, resigned.
C H Leland, H E Hamlin, J A Thompson, owing to the unfavorable weather and
Finance—Moore, Wescott and Brown.
low
short sleeves, ankle length,
John
of
A.
and
Corinna
neck,
Scott
family
board.
M L Scott, Dr H L D Woodruff, Dr A U bad travelling. The towns represented
City property—Full
are spending a week
with Mrs. Scott’s
board.
-Full
claims
and
Regular sizes, 69c ; Extras, 75c
were
Bar
Dr
8
G
Accounts
Harbor, Ellsworth, Penobscot,
Hagerthy,
Hagerthy, George A
parents, George E. Davis and wife.
sidewalks
and
bridges Dodge, E C Osgood, J A
Skeins of Khaki and Grey Sweater Yarn, a
Highways,
Large
McGown, Bar Winter Harbor, Sorrento, Franklin, EastRoland Austin
has
purchased the
Harbor & Union River Power Co, J A brook and Lamoine. Before the confer—VVescolt, Brown and Moore.
small lot to close
50c a skein
farm on the western side of the
Haynes, H B Estey, E F Robinson, H H ence, which was called at 1 o’clock, the Staples
Licenses—Full board.
Trimmed
an 85c value for 59c
Warner’s
Lace
and has moved his family here from
river,
Brassieres,
Woman’s
Alliance
served
dinner.
Mr.
Higgins, Smith & Head, J O Whitney,
Pensions—Full board.
Searls of Bar Harbor presided at the con- North Ellsworth.
Fred D Fields, E F Small, Harvey
Fire department—Brown, Phillips and
Fickett,
and
Robert Holden is visiting his grandH.
C.
Stratton
Austin H Joy, George S Poster, Ward W ference,
of Ellsworth
Fuller.
Moore, Brown and Wescott, Fulton J Redman, F L Heath, was chosen secretary. Sergeant Leo M. mother, Mrs. Harriet Hastings. Mr. HolElectric lights
Dr C C Knowlton, Leon E Rowe, Miss Sellers of Penobscot, who is visiting in den was a member of the 101st engineer
Phillips.
and Wescott.
Annie R Emery, J W Cassidy, El bridge Ellsworth, was called upon, and spoke in corps, 26th division, under Capt. Carroll
Poor-Fuller
City
95 riAIN STREET
Millikeu, H L Smith, E G Moore, Mrs praise of the Y. M. C. A. work in the J. Swan, going overseas in September,
Library—Brown and Fuller.
and
one
the
first
to
of
60,000
H L Smith, W C Bellatty, F H Macomber, army. County Secretary May of Michi- 1917,
being
...
Maine
MAYOR'S APPOINTMENTS.
O H Treworgy, Mrs W R Parker, J B gan then explained to some extent the embark. He has been in the hospital
since
The mayor announced the following ap- Perry, Charles A Hanscom.
scheme for county organization.
July from gas poisoning, arriving
Dr. |
A part of this fund is being expended Hesse of New York, from the national on this side about three weeks ago. He
pointments:
Fred
E. Cooke.
Hancock
hall,
of
has
been
Janitor
honorably discharged.
to make the rooms In the Whiting block headquarters of the Y. M. C. A., spoke at
Mrs. Annie H.
Matron of reading room,
more attractive.
A phonograph has been length of the Y. M. C. A. activities »dur*
Phillipsinatalled during the past week, new ing the w ar and in peace.
NIQOLIN.
Librarian, Miss M. A. Hodgkins.
books and pictures added.
Superintendent of Schools McGouldrick
The club
Annie Quinn of Lakewood is visiting
SALARIES.
needs a saw-horse, saw and axe, an office of Bar Harbor, as county chairman for
Mrs. Sidney Moore.
organizing the school boys of the county,
•
The board then took up the matter of desk, framed pictures, and books.
Best quality Bed Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parch*
of this feature of the work, and II Miss Mary Brewer of Hull’s Cove is visresults:
the
spoke
next
week
with
following
the
will
Beginning
boys
salaries,
her
Mrs.
S. L. Burns.
ment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
sister,
start on a regular program of military Kev. Mr. Fairchild of Bar Harbor, spoke iting
last year $400.
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.
City clerk,$150and fees;
The body of Miss Cora Higgins, who
and physical drills and athletic games. for a united backing of the churches.
last year $225.
City treasurer, $300;
The membership of the club is growing, Congressman John A. Peters was called died at her home in Lynn, Mass., was
Chiel engineer fire department, $85; and the
boys are taking a lively interest upon, and spoke in commendation of the brought here for burial Saturday. Miss Price, including paper and special printing:
same as last year.
iu it. The club room is assuming a home- work done by the Y. M. C. A. during the Higgins was the daughter of the late Edaa
same
second
engineers, $50;
First and
var
He asked some questions as to the win and Elizabeth Higgins, formerly of
like appearance. Friends of the boys are
last year.
nature of the work to be undertaken here. this place. She spent her early life here,
invited to visit and inspect the rooms.
500 sheets pound size, $2.2-5 ; naif-pound size, $2.00
same
as
last
Building inspector, $20;
“
“
“
The matter has not yet been laid before later moving to Lynn, where she was
“
“
1000
3.00
3.50;
year.
the people of Ellsworth in sufficient de- tenderly cared for by her brother. She
brooklTn!
same
as
milk
inspector, $15;
Meat and
tail for a full statement of the nature of leaves three brothers, Edwin of California,
Prin Alien is visiting at
last year.
Eggemog^in. the work to be undertaken in this Llewellyn and Herbert of Lynn, who acE. W. Griffin has gone to Wmterport on
Chairman overseers of poor $35; same
Funeral
county. It is understood that the gen- companied the remains here.
business.
as last year.
eral plan is to organize the State under services were held at the church Sunday
Steward Ticonic hose company, $35;
Elmer Leach and wife, who have spent a State secretary, with
four
district afternoon, Rev. R. B. Mathews officiat- Available April i, wishes several small sets of books
same as last year.
the winter in Portland, are home.
secretaries, each having supervision of a ing. There were many beautiful flowers.
Members Senator Hale boae company, $50
ACCOUNTS INSTALLED, KEPT OR AUDITED
George Holden has had his house wired block of counties, and with a county
same as at
having been

Specials For The Week Of

—

MARCH 19

MARTIN L. ADAMS

—

Ellsworth,

Paper Printed

Butter

At

The American Office

ACCOUNTANT

present,
each;
raised Irom $10 during the past year.
Members Ticonic bose company, $30
each; same as last year.

for

electric lights.

Kendall

Allen,

who has

employed

been

at Rockland, is home.

secretary in each of the counties of the
State to work through county committees
and community groups of boys and men.
Ellsworth
is
asked
to
contribute

Several Guesses Allowed.
to Remain Fixed.”—Puzzle
headline for gentle readers to solve.
Guess whether it refers to the copper’«
post, or something else again.—Buffalo

“Copper

rrundy is visiting her f2,400 to the general fund to carry on the
same as
sister, Mrs. Sprague, at Swan’s Island.
work. Plans for the organization of the
Pvt. Earl Kane, who has been overseas, towns of the
Assessors, |3 per day of eight hours for
county for the subscription Express._
actual time employed; fl additional per is visiting his mother, Mrs. Emma Kane.
campaign were discussed at the close of
BORN.
as cierk.
friends
are glad to
His
welcome
member
for
acting
mauy
day
the conference.
Drivers of Are teams, f2JS0 a day; in- him.
BASLER
At Ellsworth, Feb 27, to Mr
Mrs. Harold D. Powers has been very
PENOBSCOT.
creased to this from f60 a month during
and Mrs Forrest M Basler, a son.
Her Bister, Mrs. John
ill of bronchitis.
the past year.
Miss Christie Leach returned Friday BOWDEN—At Castine, March 5, to Mr
and Mrs George Bowden, a son.
[KenMembers board of health, fJO per year, Wells of Melrose, is with her.
from a week’s visit in Augusta.
neth F.]
secretary $S extra; same as last year.
has
returned
from
IslesHenry Tapley
Mrs. Ruth Smith went to Bangor last CASTELLUCCI—At
Mar 6, to
Stonington,
Street commissioner, |4.50 per day, be to boro, where be spent the winter with his week to visit her son Mark.
Mr and Mrs Frank Cistellucci, a son.
furnish his own conveyance; last year,
At Sedgwick, Feb 22, to Mr
parents.
Weudell Varnum visited in Millinocket CARTER
and
Mrs Leslie Carter, a son.
f3.00.
Frank Staples and family have returned last week.
MOSLEY—At Ellsworth, March 15, to Mr
Superintendent of schools, f600; last from Waterville, where they spent the
Friends of Norman Perkins are glad to
and Mrs Linwood H Mosley, a son.
year, ftioO.
winter.
welcome him home after nearly two years SELLERS—At Sunset (Deer Isle). March
City marshal and night policeman, |2.50
Herbert Tapley has purchased the bouse in Franct.
8, to Mr and Mrs Lawrence Sellers, a
per day each; same as last year.
son.
[Ernest Leon.]
and land of George W. Staples, and K. L.
Harbor master, |5; same as last year.
Mrs. C. M. Perkins went to Edgecomb
Martha Stanthe
illness
of
Fire warden, |25 and extra compensa- Smith nas purchased Miss
called
there
by
yesterday,
MARRIED.
house.
tion for service Aghtlng forest Ares; last ley’s
her brother.
1. O.
Brooklin
evening
serMonday
lodge,
for
extra
without
year, fio
provision
The many friends here of Mrs. Maurice PERT-DAY-At Bluebill, March 14, by
O. F., celebrated its twenty-fourth annivices.
Rev R M Trafton, MisH Mary Pert to
Gray will be sorry to learn that she is ill
Collector of taxes—Contract, fl,800.
versary. At that time the last note owed In a
George W Day, both of Bluebill.
hospital in Rockland.
Janitor niococa
when hall is iD use;

per nigni
last year.

nan,

Edward

Mrs.

Address:

R. B. H.,
Care of AMERICAN
WEST JBROOKSVILLE.

—

Mrs.

Lucy Mills of

Mills

Point

Hope Edson Blodgett of
visiting her parents, Charles

Miss
is

was

PLUMBING,

a

guest of Mrs. O. L. Tapley.

recent

Hot Water Heating, Furnace

Readfield

Blod-

E.

Work and

gett and wife.

CITY

by the lodge for indebtedness

FARM CONTRACT.

was

The board voted unanimously
with Myron K. Carlisle for the
to make

tcontract
care

terras of

city poor, the
the compensation, $2,750, being

of the

tract and

con-

present contract. It is
for a term of Ave years. The contract of
Superintendent Arthur B. Mitobell does
Dot expire until January 1 uext, but the
board thought it advisable to make the
the

same

contract

the

as

to

now

give the

new

superin-

time to raise his vegetables for
the next year and make the necessary
preparations for taking over the city
form.
The bond of Gardiner E. Milliken as
tendent

constable

large

at

and

approved

was

filed.
The board discussed the advisability of
buying a team of work horses for use on
the street

sprinkler,

and

general

for

sidewalks, and
was
It
■the sense of the board that it would
be a money-saving
investment. Aid.
Moore and
Brow'n were appointed a
committee to investigate and report to
the board.
A recess was taken
until 7 o’clock
Monday evening, March 31.
work

*0

on

the streets and
Are

emergency

horses.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Mrs. Leroy Tracy has employment
Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Fred H. Clark was
relatives in Brownville.

a

recent

in

guest of

Miss Josephine Hawkins has taken the
place of Mrs. Tracy as clerk in the
postoffice.
There will be

supper and dance at DisFriday night, in charge of the
en, for the benefit of the Sorosis. Bunker s orchestra
win play.
Mar. 17.
H
nct

a

on

tUlbcnuSttSUlU*

PEPTIRON is good
his Real Iron
Tonic Combines Merit
Economy and “Pep.”
a formula that uses Iron
in
digestible form, pepsin and
eein»Jlrh®’rtat 8t°mach tonics, nux and
vegetable remedies for
„’the

also mangane.se a J
othnf»ef'?8,
no
Questim?1^^!6 nutrlents—there's
I a hirilS v. Lthe value of Peptiron as
an<3

k

Th«

enoiiov?3^
'vhile

8trengthener.
Peptiron contains
8 lreat'n,'ut'
80
V"
failed iron prepara°nly one'h:i,f or loss.
Promptness with
tlron do<'a its work is noted
tilfte8 it.
the syatpm re-

otlK.raIJoU!1ahf d"!'

tion« «««♦
t
Thf,

[ whioh

de®]zo°f

e°r

,,,h, ^’e'
V"ery°ne,who
kpo^d? loethr„St.d°se
by

ends

rf™h^Sn8..riBht’

c°ntinues and

t0daylttPTrakBeett^o
l;rf
Wood,
goohd

atd^Ute^andT—'pen.

BOOd

paid

on

and the note burned.

the hall

The

lodge

tastefully decorated, and a delightful program was given. A history of
the lodge and building was given by 8. E.
room was

McFarland. An original poem, telling
bow Center Harbor Rebekah lodge helped
build the hall, was read by Mrs. McFar-

Supper

land.

was

served, followed by

a

Lookout chapter, O. E. S., held

afterFriday, its
an

evening session
anniversary. It was observed as
Patrick’s night, and the decoratious
and

seventh
St.

in white and green. One
banquet hall was made into a

part

were

room,
selves

where

during

the

ladies

of the

reception
enjoyed them-

the afternoon

with

needle

and games. At 6 o’clock supper was
served. After the meeting of the chapter,
a real St. Patrick’s program was given,
work

this

was

cream

followed

and cake.

enjoyable events
the chapter.
March 17.

by
It

refreshments of icewas one

of

the most

history ol

in the short

Une Femme.
EASTBROOK.

people of Eastbrook
happy last Tuesday when the
The

Penobscot

ing.

All

early,

as

business

a

E. S., Friday

chapter,
requested
O.

are

the

meeting

meeting

ol

even-

to be at the hall

promptly,
high school

will open

The senior class of Clark

present its annual play at town hall
Friday evening, March 21. This year the
A
play is a comedy, “Safety First.”
will

dance will follow.

dance.
noon

There will be

were

made

news

came

Harold Giles had arrived home from
France. He was one of the first ot our
boys to eulist, and has been aw ay nearly
The townspeople gave him
two years.
reand the four Camp Devens boys a
ception Saturday night, and were pleased
to have two soldiers boys and a sailor boy
All were proud
from Waltham present.
of the eight boys as they stood upon the
After an
interesting program,
stage.
cake and ice-cieam were served to over
that

tfX), and the rest of the evening
in social greetings and games.
Mar. i7.

was

spent

Gem.

Man anti His Weight.
Between forty ami fifty a man w^o
allows his weight to remain high is
running more danger of an early demise than he would run l’ he contracted typhoid fever. What is more, if he
were stricken with that disease, his
chance would be 10 per cent less than
normal. A man who is thinner than
the average, on the other hand, has
less danger of dying in the decade
than a man who tips the scales at the
normal figure.
Instruments of Precision.
Accuracy Is one of the most necessary qualifications of the present-day
business girl—or so it would appear
from the following conversation overheard the other day in the park: “So
I answered the phone, and he said, ‘Is
Mr. X-there?’ and I said, ‘Yes, do
you want to see him?’ and then what
do you think he said? He said, ‘My
dear girl, this is not a telescope; this
is a telephone.’ ”—Manchester Guardian.

went to

navigation.

Mr. Perkins

Portland last week to take his

examination, and is expected home soon
At a special meeting of Rising Stai
lodge, F. and A. M., Wednesday evening
the degree of M. M. was conferred upor
candidate.

one

present,
whom
come.

quet

There

including

the brothers

many visitor!
returned
soldiert

were

are so

At the close of the

was

pleased to welmeeting a ban-

served.

W. S.
Bridges, one of our foremost
townsmen, was re-elected first on th<
board of selectmen at the annual meeting
This is the twelfth time Mr. Bridges has
served on the board, and the eighth tim«
he has served as chairman. His townsmen
appreciate his worth in such s

position.
March 17.
!

Chase,

Nettie M

WOODLOCKE.
■—

Use of Cement.
Cement was first put on the market
In England.
It was still being imported Into this country in 187i>. It was
at this time that the use of Portland
cement in the United States came into
When the
commercial prominence.
product was first placed on the market
in competition with that which was being imported from England and Germany a good price was demanded.
However, production in excess of demand soon resulted and it proved a big
factor in the price cutting that followed.

Many Kinds of Courage.
The essential meaning of courage lies
In the word itself. It comes into English by way of the French courage,
which comes in turn, from the Latin,
cor, meaning “heart."
Courage is
heartage, keeping the heart steady
even in the presence of disturbing conditions. Sometimes it appears in the
ability to keep the heart from fluttering when a sudden danger threatens; sometimes In the ublllty to keep
going when life settles down into a
grind and the heart would sink to despair but for persistent courage.
Rare Visitors Recorded.
The appearance of snowy owls, a
rare occurrence, is reported. These re
markably beautiful birds come from
the Arctic regions. Only four previous
visitations have been recorded in tht
ornithological history of the country.

of

Machias,

to Wm B

Greenlaw, of Stonington.
BLAKE—GRAVES— At Castine, March
12, by Rev Richard F Beyer, Miss Serita
to Chandler E
E Blake, of Castine,
Graves, of Northeast Harbor.

FARRELL—RICHARDSON—At Lamoine,
March 11, by Rev W H Rice, Miss Leah
A Farrell, of Ellsworth, to Forrest M
Richardson,

Mrs. H. E, Perkins returned Tuesday
from an extended visit in Rockland,
where Mr. Perkins has been a student at
the school of

CHASE-GREENLAW- At Stonington,
March 13, by Rev Geo B Davis, Mrs

of

Lamoine.
PIED.

Brooklin, March 3, Mrs
Mary Jane Bridges, aged 73 years, 9
months, 6 days.
COLSON—At Franklin, March 13, Emery
Colson, aged 51 years, 27 days.
COLSON—At Franklin, March 13, Shirlej
Alton Colson, aged 9 years, 2 months, 11
BRIDGES—At

days.

COLSON—At Franklin, March 13, Marvel
V Colson, aged 14 days.
COLSON—At Franklin, March 13, Donalc
Emery Colson, aged 4 years, 6 months,
7 days.
COLSON—At Franklin, March 13, ranine
J Colson, aged 7 years, 3 months, 21

days.

FRIEND—At Bangor, March 17, Abe L
Friend of Ellsworth, aged 44 years, 10
months.

GOSS—At Stonington, March 5, Mrs Eliza
C Goss, aged 80 years, 5 days.
GRINDLE —At
Prospect, March 15,
George O Grindle, formerly of West
Brooksville, aged 82 years, 3 months, 15
days.
HIGGINS
At Lynn, Mass., March 14,
Miss Cora Higgins, formerly of North
Ellsworth.
HERRICK—At Brooklin, Feb 28, Amos T
Herrick, aged 85 years, 2 months, 5 days.
HOOPER—At Sedgwick, March 7, Eben C
Hooper, aged 92 years, 10 months, 8
days.
At
HURLEY
Ellsworth, March 15,
Jeremiah Hurley, aged 72 years.
HOLDEN—At Brooklin, March 13, to Mr
—

—

Holden,
[Katherine Thelma.]

and Mrs Everett C

a

Miss Edna
visited

MILES
At West Hancock, March
Mrs Mary Miles, aged 78 years.
—

—

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

E. Blodgett, who has been suffering the past week with an attack of
hiccoughs, is better.

Capt. William Stevens is at home.
barge is hauled up on account of

EDWARD F. BRADY,

His

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

the

strike in New York harbor.

William F. Von Doklin of Rochester,
N.

Y.,

in town last week to make

w’as

Ellsworth Steam

ar-

rangements for putting his residence, the
Timothy Tapley homestead, which he

All Kinds of Laundry Work.

purchased last year, in
cupation this summer.
is superintendent of a

Special

in

readiness

for

Mr.

Doklen

Von

children’s

asylum

Many

regret

friends here

to hear

Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANING

Goods called for and delivered
attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

oc-

New York.

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.

Charles

j

State Street,

of the

Ellsworth, Me

save:

mone:v

George O, Qrindle at his home in
Prospect Saturday, March 15. Mr. Grindle by having your clothing repaired. Clothes
was born in West Brooksville, a son of the cost money now; have your old suits overlate Lowell and Mary Shepardson Grindle,
hauled. ^Repairing fur garments a specialty
and was well known in Hancock county.
DAVID F- R! EL INI D
He was a master builder, and did fine
Main Street
Ellsworth
work. He was highly respected and his

death of

four

a

He
well lived.
son, Arthur W.
and one daughter,

years

were

w’idow,

one

score

leaves

ProftBBicnal ®at6«.

Grindle of Bangor,
Mrs. Hollis Lijneburner of North Brooks^
ville.
March 17.
Tomson.

x\ L

.—.-,==

UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
WALKER D. HINES. Director General of Railroads
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Spurling is home, after
winter with her daughter in

Corrected to Nov 11,1918.

Portland.

BAR HARBOR

been received through the
Red Cross at New York that Eddie Rolfe,
News

has

who went

A

a

quiet wedding took place at the

I A M I
Bar Harbor..lv.'.| 19 45'
Aorrento...

home

Mt Desert Fy lv .flO
10 3©j
Waukeag, 8 Fy

and

brother,

Mrs.

Elisha

Lewis

Young,

Miller of Massachusetts, were married by
H. J. Havey, esq.
Refreshments were
served.
W. H.

Hutchings

his closed

his

March

I
Eittah.

11 08
11
17

1

McKenzie’s.j.!.!
I

17.

5 47

Nicoliu. .fll 32'
Green Lake.fll 43
Phillips Lake.if 11 52

board- j

house.

f6 40.

10 39:
10 47

01

24

12

J

Bangor.ar..fl2 30
M

P

Portland.ar

t

12

Holden.
Brewer June.

f5 55

..j

fa

..

to

our

to

us

North

have been

so

our

Sedgwick,

Mas. P. B. Fbiend.
Miss H. N. Friend.
Miss S. G. Fbiend.
March 17, 1919.

Sto&tttteenuute

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

..

M
*1 05
P
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..

I

I

l!

P M

TO ECONOMIZE

A

M

I

I P

A

M

j

Boston via
Dover

..

t2 45

lv..

Portland.lv.112
I Bangor.lv.. to
Brewer June.. .! .\ 5
5
Holden.
McKenzie’s. f6
Phillips Lake.!. f6
6
Green Lake.
Nicolin. f6
6
Ellsworth Falls.
6
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’u June.i., 7
is
think it
wise
17
Franklin Road.
7
Hancock.
7
j Waukcag, £ Fy.
telegraph youi Mt Desert Fy ar.. t7

Public Health
‘is always easy.

Do you

economy?
Write, telephone,

or

in the State Legislature,
desire at least 12 cents per person
spent on important public health w ork,
as outlined in House document No. 192.

representative
if you

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments, Tablets and Markers
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me. i Maine Anti-Tuberculosis Association

M

! Boston via
.j.*
I Portsmouth lv.‘ *9 ou.

at the expence of

gratitude and

..

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

t'AKI) OF THANKS.
wish

5 50
f5 57
6 17
6 24
6 29
f6 43
6 53
f7 00
f7 02
7 08
7 29
t7 35

J
Boston via
p.
Portsmouth ar.!.j |9 26 *4 50.Boston via.
...[..
Dover ar..til 01

SUrijertisrauras.

AM

express
all who
appreciation
WE
in
bereavement.
kind to

P M

2

5i.

4

Ellsworth.|.i 11
Ellsworth Falls.1.!fll

and Miss Annie

MSI

P

t4

So!

Hancock..
Franklin Road..
Wash’gt’n June..

Kidder on the
evening of March 10, when Mrs. Kidder’s
of Mr.

TO BANGOR.

of

spring, is ill
hospital in France.
last

overseas

tuberculosis in

SC OTT

and
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

Mrs. Leveretta
the

II.

Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portlaud, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Removed to 1 School St.,
Ellsworth, an©

GOULDSBORO.

spending

ICE

JSFNCfALTV MAP* OF
TYPEWRITING, accounting

Mrs. Jason W. Tracy haB returned from
at visit with her brother, David P Guptill,
•t- Eddington, and her sister, Mrs. Addie
Speed, at Bradford.

13,

STANLEY'—At Ellsworth, March 15, H A
Blanchard Stanley, aged 67 years.
At Franklin, Mar 13,
TOURTELOTTE
Ethel May Tourtelotte, aged 13 years,
6 months,*21 days.

Cummings
her parents, E. E. Cum-

re-

cently
mings and wife.

daughter. ing

KANE—At Sorrento, March 13, Agnes V,
wife of John Kane, aged 59 years, 2
months, 18 days.

of Portland

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST

—

Sullivan.ar

3 21
8 43

37

59j

04
06
16

f3 60
4 00
f4 10
4 23
4 31
4 45
f4 52
5 00
5 03
t5 10.

26
39

47
02
11
20

24
80

.j. t7 50

Sorrento.!.
Bar Harbor

AM

25 f 10 05.
30 t3 16.

8
8

..ar..

|

I

A

‘0.

55,

M

j

t6 05
P M

Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, t Daily, except Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
Federal Manager.
f

*

M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

'Otjnrtianntntb

!

AN UP 8UILDIN8 FORCE
Regardless of climate or
environment, Nature exacts
her toll oi wear and tear on the
system and there is frequent
need for an effectual aid to
restore strength and vitality,

March 15.
__

SEAL HARBOR.
Clement and daughter
visiting at Spruce Head.

Roy

Mrs.
line

are

Howard.
F. Jude, who has spent the

M.

Mrs.

winter with

from alcohol, nourishes and
replenishes the needs of the
body naturally. Scott's may
be used daily, in any
climate, with benefit and
strength to the body.
Take Scott's Emulsionit builds up the body.

in Bluehiil.
Work will begin
Neighborhood house,

•

16-u

Scan a Bovsc, Woomfieid, K- ]•

NE W S

MOUNT DESERT.
Misses Blanche and Jennie Fitzhenny
Lave returned to their home in Lubec.

Henrietta Fernald spent last week

in Boston.
Mrs. Otto C. Nutting has returned from
to Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. Edith Hysorn returned Monday to
her home in Boston, alter a week with

trip

relatives here.

Mrs. Elmer C. Davis and two daughters,
Northeast
Harbor, were week-end
guests of Harry Haynes and wife.
Miss Hilda Brown spent the week-end
at Southwest Harbor at the home of Mrs.
Jacob Walls.
ol

Mrs. Frank Allen left Monday for her
in Greenville, after spending a
week at the home of her cousin, J. A.
home

Somes.
ana wne oi

Boston,
the death of

called here by
their nephew, Mark W. Somes, have
were

re-

turned heme.

The news Sunday of the sudden death
of Mrs. Florence Ray Rich of West Eden,
which occurred at Portsmouth, was received here with much regret. Sympathy
is extended to her husband.
Friends of Pvt. Guy Pervear

are

pleased

to learn of his safe arrival from overseas,
and that he is back at his home in Northeast Harbor.
one of
to

Pvt Pervear

was formerly
boys, the family moving

home

our

Northeast Harbor only

a

few years ago.

It was with deep regret that many
friends here learned of the death of Serg.
Cecil Hodson of Eden, which occurred

in,February

overseas

Serg.

the

on

replace

the

recently, and to be built on
Ti e new building
be larger than the old, with a seating

new

the

burned
same

foundation.

pacity of 350 in
of Pythias will
in the

new

the ball.
have their

The

w

ill

ca-

from

pneumonia.

Hodsdon enlisted at outbreak of

village, with

from this

of whom

boys, most

of

seven

are

our

still in the

war

home

service.

Funeral services for Mark Whiting
Somes were neld at the home Wednesday,
Rev. Charles Lee of tlie Episcopal church
at Northeast Harbor

officiating.

A male

Ellsworth rendered beautiquartette
ful selections. The flowers were in abunfrom

plainly spoke

dance. and

teem in which

the

nigh

of the

deceased

es-

held.

was

lodge

was in

the

family lot

Brook-

at

side

cemetery.
Mar. 17.

8.

I8LESFORD.

Capt. G. H. Spurting is quite ill.
Miss Evelyn Moore has gone to
berry island to work for Mrs.

CranFrank

Johnson.
Edward Spurling, who has been suffering from a severe attack of heart trouble,
is somewhat improved.

There

was

an

entertainment

in

the

Neighboring house Friday evening, given
by the teachers and pupils of the grammar
and primary schools.
Mar. 10.

9,

P.

March 15.

DEDHAM.
W. T. Stone is visiting in Brewer.

Mrs.

main, and in most cases these have
been carefully packed away until some
ter in Holden.
distant day when American toy buyMrs. Eugene Thompson of Easton is
ers shall have become reconciled to
the guast of Gerald Thompson and wife.
the trade mark “Made In Germany."
New Century grange held an interestToday this trade mark is not only
ing session Mar. 8. First aod second unpopular—it is offensive., Americans
will still buy Turkish rugs. Austrian
degrees were conferred.
The body of Martha, widow of James musical comedies and Bulgarian color
combinations, but from Germany/they
Mead of this town, was brought here for
want nothing but souvenirs of victory.
Mrs. Mead had been
interment Mar. 4.
According to one department store buywith her daughter, Mrs. Henry Dell of
Quincy, Mass., about two years. She er, a woman came Into his store not
died Feb. 28, after a lingering illness.
long ago, in search of a certain kind
! of gloves which, she said, she had been
B.
March 10.
unable to obtain In two other cities.
She was delighted when he finally
SEAWALL.
1
brought out a pair from some old stock
Miss Agnes Ward is home from Mt.
that met with her requirements. He
Desert. Miss Ward recently received a
was very much surprised, therefore, to
her
from
helmet
brother,
German
find her In an argument with one of
Corporal Alex Ward, now in France.
the salesgirls the next day over the
T. E. D.
March 10.
“1 won’t have
return of her purchase.
P. T. Benson and wife are home from them," she was saying vehemently,
“you can see as plainly as I can that
Malden, Mass.
they are marked ’made in Germany.’
Mr. and Mrs. Osmon Harper are receivEspecially, do Americans feel this
ing congratulations on the birth of a sod.
way about German toys.
Maude Lunt of

Miss

Bangor has been
LaCount.

visiting her sister,
She left Saturday for West Tremont to
visit her brother, F. W. Lunt.
Mrs.

Sadie

Margaret, /our-years-oid daughter of
is

Mrs. H. S. Mitchelij who is in Bangor
for hospital treatment, has unaergone a
critical operation, and is improving.
Mrs. May Stewart, who is in Bar Harbor
for hospital
treatment, is making good
progress toward recovery, aan operation.
Neal

Murphy,

who went to Fort WUhams, Portland, in the last draft, Oft.,

midst of which could be seen the fast
disappearing head of a white rocking horse.
WALTHAM.
“Why. Nathan," exclaimed his mothW. D. Blethen of Lisbon Falls is a guest ; er in a
grieved voice, “you nsed to
at Willard Haslam’s.
be so fond of that rocking horse."
1
B. S. Willey and; wife, who have been
“Yes'm, but I'm not any more,” deemployed at Rockland the past year, have clared her son emphatically. “It’s got
‘Made in Germany’ on it.”
returned home.
While a few radicals have pointed
Stephep Jordan has moved out from
out that hatred for any cause is small
Jones’ bridge, where he had a crew in the
and fretty and should not be encourwoods, owing to so much water. B. F.
aged in children; that such an attiJordan has also moved out from bis camp;
tude Is not conducive to the success
also Arvil Jordan, who had a crew cutting
of the new world democracy for which
(or Clark & Russell.
we fought, and that we are pledged “to
L.
Mar. 10.
be Just to those whom we do not wish
MT. DESERT FERP.Y.
to
be Just,” they have failed to
German
make any great impression.
Mrs. Carrie Carter is visiting in Bar
toys and other German goods seem
Harbor.
doomed In this country.
I. L. Crabtree and wife have returned
So far as toys are concerned, this
home from Brewer.
attitude has been an industrial boon.
Mrs. Thelma Dow and baby are in
For the American toy industry has
j Ellsworth. Mr. Dow is working at grown tremendously since the German
; Washington Junction,
market was shut off, and It cannot afMarch 10.
C.
ford to be injured now by the “dumpi
A great deal
ing" of German goods.
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
has been said about the necessity of
| Mrs. Roland Grindle and daughter, protecting the new American dye ini Frances have returned home, after an dustry from German competition now
that the wnr Is over, but few people
absence of four weeks.
know that before the war our ImportaMtb. Arenda Cushman has returned to
tion of German- toys was greater than
Augusta after visiting her daughter, Mrs.
that of dyes.
The figures show that
I Mrs.*F. B. Mitchell.
$9,084,000 worth of toys were importMar. 10.
L.
ed where only $8,400,000 worth of dyes
were imported in 1914, the imports of
both these lines of goods from Germany showed such a startling increase
that it Is now believed German dye
TRY THIS TO BANISH
and toy agents in this country were
ALL RHEUMATIC PAINS
aware that war was approaching.

unable

to help themselves—have
I been brought back to robust health
! through the mighty power of Rheuma.
Rheuma acts with speed; it brings in a
I few' days the relief you have prayed for.
the poisons that cause
| it antagonizes
! agony and pain in the joints and muscles
and quickly the torturing soreness com-

pletely disappears.
It
but

harmless and inexpensive remedy,
sure and certain, because it is one

is a

that ha# forced rheumatism and
to yield and disappear.

discovery
sciatica
Begin

the Rheuma treatment to-day
and if you do not get the Joyful relief you
expect, your money will be returned. C.
E. Alexander always has a supply and
guarantees it to you.

at3brrttsniim0.

be'Ct
>

r.?aa>

drautoditfrgc**
Mr. B. W. D. Barnes, oi
Warren County, Measure*

X
^

up to

Requirements.

HIS LIFE A STIRRING ONE

Always in robust health, B. W. D. Barnes could
ride, shoot and get hi« man. He was everythin#'
a sheriff in Warren Co., Tennessee, should be until
overtaken by a complication of catarrhal troubles
liiai

an

uul

pui

mm

aowri.

Here is the story told in his own
words:
“I had throat trouble from
which no relief seemed possible. My
health was gone.
Finally I decided
to
Peruna and was entirely
try
cured by four bottles.
That was
three years ago.
I am now as well
as ever; able to ride all the time.
Thanks to Peruna.”
Like
Sheriff
Barnes, thousands
owe their present health to Peruna.
For catarrh of the head, nose a-' t
throat, c&taavh&l AUin&mjuaLoa-

Boy Burns Rocking Horse.
mother recently espied her
j
younE son standing in a Napoleonic attitude before n blazing bonfire, in the
One

T. E. D.

Mar. 17.

were

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hodgdon, Center,
qnite ill.

ma°
pnV

Frank A. Rideout, lafe of Bllswo*th, in
avia
county, deceased. A certain instrument our
porting to he the last will and t< at a meat of
said deceased. Together with petition for
pro
hale thereof juid for the appoiutmem of
tb»
executrix without giving bond, presented
Elxaida G. Rideout, the executrix th«*rel«
"
named.

hi

Fountain Kndick. Iste of Bar Harbor. jn
said
county, deceased. A certain tnstiutnem par
porting to be the last will and testament0f
said deceased, together with petition for
bate thereof and lor the appointment of
the
executor without giving bond, presented
bv
Elliott Is.
Benson, the executor therein
named.

pro!

condition very rapidly.’’-Rose Lasky.

For i:il ma*dowa, reironi. anaemic conditions, weak women. overworked
icealo old people and delicate children, there 1.* no ror.iedv Ilka Vinci.

John W. McKay, late of Southwest Harbor
in said county,
deceased.
Petition that
Elliot. N
Henson or s-uue other suitable
person, be appointed administrator of the
estate of aa*a deceased, presented
oy Alice
M. Hodgdon. a creditor of said deceased.
Harrison B. Webster, late of Castine. in
said wunt>, deceased. Petition tuai Andrew
G. Webster or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
decea-ed. without giving bond, prese ited bj
Margaret G. Webster, widow of said deceased
Daniel C. Johnson, late of Dedhata, in said
Petition that Sheriff
county, deceased.
Young or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of
deceased, presented by Frank F. Johnson, an
heir-at-law of said deceased.
Edna F. Huker, late of Penobscot, in laid
Petition that Albert p*
county, deceased.
Leach or some other suitable person bo
pointed administrator of the estate of said deceased, presented by Eva H. Leach, daughter
of said dec* used.
Elvina T. Morris, late of Brooksville, in
said county, deceased.
First account of.
Julian b. Hooper, executor, filed for settlement.
Ellen Bishop, late of Corea, in said
county.
d<ceased. First and final account of Harry
Bishop, administrator, filed for settlement.
Deborah Houston, late of Bucksport, in said
couuty, deceased. First and fiuai accouutof
Ulysses G. Houston, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Rufus H. Emery, late of Bucksport, in said
couuty. deceasen. First account of James R.
Emery aud Hervey R. Emery, trustees, filed
for settlement.
Edward F. Robinson, lats of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased.
First and final account of Abby 8. Robinson, executrix, filed
for settlement.
Abram Perkins, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. First account of David L.
Perkins, administrator, filed for settlement.
Joseph M. Higgins, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased.
Third and final account of Charles P. Dorr and Alice H Scott,
administrators, filed by Alice H. Scott, for
settlement.
Lydia M. Perkins, late of Castine. in said
county, deceased. First aud final accountof
Caroline P. Perkins, administratrix, filed (or
sc ttlement.
Henry E. Moulden, late of Hwan's Island, in
said county, deceased.
First and final account of 8. A. McDonald, administrator, filed

mon,

me
Dowets
or
other
siomacn,
Dr.
organs,
Famous
Hartmajn’*
Peruna Tonic has been a standard
household
for
remedy
forty-five
years.
If you are sick and suffering,
write The Peruna Company, Dept.
A, Columbus, Ohio, for Dr. HartIt
is
free.
map's Health Book.
Your dealer has Peruna
in
both
tablet and liquid form.
If you want
health, insist upon having Peruna.
y,, -r d^nlor will five you aa
Ali.ia.fl *LGp

CHARLES E ALEXANDER, Druggist, «nd Druggists Everywhere

SHOTS UNFIRED
DROVE THE HUN

enormous

expansion.

stock.”

To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court: in and for the county of Hatineat to be bolden at Ellsworth on the
<ock
I
I 4th Tuesday of April, 1919.

1

millions and billions of dollars wasted
in an unnecessary preparation, I feel
that the fact that the money was spent
and that that enormous output of
munitions was ready, was the controlling factor in the weakening of the
German General Staff, and that it
caused thoir message to the Kaiser
that they were beaten, and that he
And the way I see
must sue for peace.
it is that this money, instead of being
wasted, can be written down as having saved the lives of hundreds of
thousands of American
men
who
would have been sacrificed had the
war continued another year.

I

j

!
i
!
i
4

CASTINE.

1

last
I

week.

Henry Qrindle fell recently, breaking

Today

his

shoulder.

Capt. Bennett Dunbar

The factory opened for clams March 10
Capt. W.B. Bowden and brother Alonzo
of

Portmoutb,

N.

H.,

recently

visited

their Bister, Mrs. Vielta Duffee,
Mrs.

Mary"

Conary went to North
Thursday to attend the funeral
of her brother, Pascal Friend. She has
the sympathy of ail in the loss of sister
and brother recently.

Berwick

March 10.

AMERICAN
80

MAIDEN LANE,

NEW YORK.

For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always

\

bears

Signature of

—

<2^7^35^

ncueriti

Ayer, taie ui

»»bb»<.bb-

nrvuriy,

setts, deceased.
Petition filed by James C.
Ayer. Charles F. Ayer, and Frederick Avsr.
praying that the appointmeut of said path
tioners as trustees under the last will aca
testament of said deceased, be confirmed bj
said court.
William Burnham, late of Philadelphia.
Pa, deceased. Petition tiled by Theodore J.
Lewis. Edward G. McCollin and the Girard
Trust Co.,executors of the last will and testsnieut of said deceased, that the amount of the
inheritance tax on the estate of said deceased
be determined by the judge of probate.
Frank W. Hutchins, late of Penobscot, in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Albert P. Leach, executor, that the amount
of the inheritauce tax ou the estate of said
deceased be
determined by the judge of

probate

Elvina T. Morris, late of Brooksville. in said
Petition filed by Julian
county, deceased.
H. Hooper, executor, that the amount of the
inheritance tax on the estate of said deceased be determined by
the
judge of

probate.
Emily h. Newman, late of Southwest HarFirst and
bor, in said county, deceased.
final acconut oi Chas. E. Haynes, admiuis-

trator, filed for settlement.
Albert G. John son, late of Har Harbor, in
said county, deceased.
First and final account of Grace W. Johnson, administratrix,
filed for settlement.

Sherman G. Hinckley, late of Biuehill. in
said county, deceased. A certain Instrument
purporting to he the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
thereof aud for the appcintmei-t of
he executrix without giving bond, presented
by Lucy A. Hinckley, the executrix therein
named.

$3,142,581

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted assets.’
LIABILITIES DEC.

unp.‘‘Jd losa,es'

Net
Unearned ur'“l'm8’
All other lia titles,
Cash caDiia)

wj

7,779

$3,134,802
31,1918.
*

39.6201J

969.765
49,W
1,000.000

Surplus over’all '»*»iitiei*,

_»o,872

*3,131,802
sv'^plirs,
C. FRED JONES, Citrine, Agent,

Total liabilities and

Statement of the
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.
Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Agents’ balances.
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted assets,

capita],
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total

liabilities and sarp]usr

Total

liabilities and surplus,

$4,693,580 53

.BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE CO.
t

81.830 00

1

330*183 33

94 450 09

]4;166 80
1 qqq

ai

oio

noA

qq
•»

22^563 92
$1,625.456 40

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses,
* imutiu
Unearned premiums,
444 692 54
Lash

Witness BERTRAND E.
Judge of
said Court at Ellsworth,
fourth
this
day of March, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and nineteen.
Roy C. JHaines, Register.
A true copy.
Attest:—Roy C. Haines, Register.

WESTERN ASSURANCE CO.
TORONTO, CANADA.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.
98
Stocks and bonds,
#2,919.881
62 Cash in office and bank,
1,129.319 42
;
balances,
Agents’
773,2^7 ®
36 Bills
l68 a
receivable,
j
Interest and rents,
All
other
assets,
&
73
Gross assets,
08 :
$4,862.980 20
00 ! Deduct Items not admitted,
169,349 67
17
Admitted assets,
$4,693.580 53
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1918.
M
Net unpaid losses,
#1,060,670 43
Unearned premiums,
1,785,366 21
Ail other liabilities,
123,927 51
.Cash capital,
400,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
1,333.616 33

EQUITABLE FIRE & MARINE Mfa, CO.

CASTOR IA

j

CLARK.’

EAGLE FIRE INS. CO.

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.
Stocks and bonds, (Actual mar$2,223,062 50
ket value Dec. 31. 1918,)
286,642 71
Cash iu office and bank,
625353 77
Agents’ balances,
7.528 00
Interest and rents,

Cbumbs

Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Bitter
taste? Complexion salltfw? Liver perhaps
needs waking up. Doan’s Regulets for billious attacks. 30c at all store*-.—Advt.

for settlement.
James F. Temple, late of Gouldsboro. in
said county, deceased.
First ami final account of William A. Temple, executor, filed
for settlement.
Charles K. Haskell, late of Deer isle, in
First &ud final acsaid couuty, deceased.
countof Emma F. Haskell, executrix, filed
for se: tlement.
Juliet F. Candage. miuor, of Surry, in said
county. Third account of Medbury J. Candage, guardian, filed for settlement.
Harold J. Staples, a minor, of Ellsworth, in
said county.
Pennon
tiled
by Agnes E.
Staples Patten), guardian, for license to sell
certain real estate of said minor, situated ic
described
said Ellsworth and more fully
; in said petition.
Charles C. Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition tiled by Sarah
county, deceased.
Burrill Tatley, administratrix de bonia non
with will auuexed of
the estate of said deceased, for license to sell certain real estate
ot said deceased, situated in said Ellsworth
and other places in said county, and more
fully described in said petition.
Joseph M. Higgins, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Alice
H. Scott, one of the adminstrators of the estate of said deceased, that an order be issued
• to distribute among the heirs at
law of said
i deceased, the amount remaining in the hand*
of said administrator on the settlement of
her third aud final account.

frobate

Insurance Statement*.

the home of his

BLUEHILL FALLS.

d. 1919.

STATE OF MAINE
Hancock, as.
Clerk’s Offick. Supreme Judicial Court,
In Vacation.
Ellsworth, Maine; March 4, a. d. 1919.
vs.
Ulysses O. Houston, Petitioner,
Persons Unknown,
On the foregoing petition ordered that said
petitioner give notice to all persons unknown claiming by, through or under said
Phebe Eldridge. and to all persons interested,
if any, of the pendency of said petition by
publishing an attested copy of said petition
with this order of court thereon once a week
for three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper published at Ellwnrtb,
in said county of Hancock, the last publileast befourteen days at
cation to be
fore the next term of said court to be holden
at Ellsworth in said county of Hancock on
the fourth Tuesday of April a. d. 1919, that all
said respondents known and unknown, and
all persons interested, if any, may then and
there appear in said court and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
Lukhe B. Dkacy,
Justice Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy Of the petition and order of
court thereon.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Clerk.

died March

6, at
daughter, Mrs. Charles
Devereux, aged ninety years.
The Rcbekabs held a supper at their
hall Tuesday evening.
After supper, a
tine program was given.
March 10.
(J.

a,

Justice of the peace.

1

Bowden returned to Bangor

March 3.

as.

scribed. aLd made oath that the statements
therein contained are true to the best of his
knowledge and belief.
Before me,
T. H. Smith,

I

Mae

d. 1919.

Personally appeared Ulysses G. Houston,
the petitioner, whose name is above sub-

BE PREPARED
“If you think you are beaten, you are;
If you think you ('are not, you don’t;
If you like to win, but you think you
can’t
It's almost certain you won’t.”

a.

STATE OP MAINE

Hancock,

"I do not believe that we are going
be troubled with this loan.
I look
for at least 20.000,000 subscribers to
j
the next loan

ap^

13E8PECTFULLY

March 3.

to

there are 165 American toy firms, doing an annual business of $20,500,000.
A consistent campaign has _been
waged by these new manufacturers
to educate Americans to the proper
appreciation of American toys, and
things are going smoothly in the toy
industry. There is no doubt that the
American toy product is every bit as
g6od as, if not better, than that mad*
in Germany. It is 8 fact that our American toymakers have not yet learned
to make bisque dolls or Christmas tree
balls, but most people consider that

the American dolls are much more
“natural” and abundant Christmas
tree balls may be had from Japan.
Thus everybody was prepared for a
peaceful, American toy Christmas this
year, when suddenly a cargo of German toys .arrived in the port of New
York.
An
earthquake could not have
caused greater consternation in the
American toy industry. Immediately
the press took up the matter with the
free use of bitter Invective and the
vice president of one of the firms to
whom the toys were consigned issued
“We have
fhe following statement:
refused to accept the shipment of German toys which came to us from Holland without notice.
Though these
goods were bought and paid for before
the war and are our property we will
have no German made goods in our

88.

aijd

U. S. Toy Business Now is Vast.
The only difference In the histories
of these two industries is that toys always had been made to a limited extent in the United States, whereas
dyes—at least coal tar dyes—had not
In 1913 there
been made here at all.
were already 71 toy establishments,
designing and manufacturing American toys, and doing an annual business
of $7,521,485.
When the German toys
stopped coming this industry underan

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock.

represent* Ulyssss O.
1 Houston, of Buckaport, county of Hancock. State of Maine, that he is seized of
a
estate
in
freehom
possession in and
real
estate
to
a
certain
of
parcel
so
situated in said Bucksport and being
much of that part of lot No thirty-five
(35) in the first range of lots in said town conD. Eldridge
The war supplies that have been de- veyed by John Lewis to Elisha
by deed dated August 4, 1810, as lies east of
livered and must be paid for but never the county road, containing twenty acres (at)
more or less; that the record title to said real
used were what actually brought the estate
appears lobe encumbered by an unearwar to the sudden end so much
discharged mortgage originally given by Albert M. Houston, of said
accordbeen
had
expected,
than
lier
Bncksport, father of
and owner of the fee in said
of your petitioner,
ing to Lewis B. Franklin, director
| premises, to one Phebe Eldridge, of said
said mortgage was dated
organization for the 1 Bucksport, which
the war loan
1868 and
was duly
reOctober 22, a. d.
United States.
in the Registry of Deeds for said
| corded of
in
Hancock,
book
45?.
I
131,
page
"Those are the things for which county
and was according to its recitals given to
secure the
we are going to pay with the Fifth—
payment of three promissory
notes and debt of the same date, of one huuand last—Liberty Loan." Mr. Frank- dred dollars each payable by the terms of
lin explained at a meeting of Liberty said mortgage deed and notes in one, two and
three years respectively from said twen'y
Loan chairmen.
second (2?) day of October, a. d. 1868. Th >t
and debt were long since folly
"That is what I mean when I ray said notes
paid and satisfied, but that said mortgage
that this mopey you are going to raise appears to have been undischarged; that
Albert M. Houston and those having his
—through the things already bought said
estate in the premises have been in uninter,
with the credit of it—is paying for the rupted possession of said real estate for
mere than twenty years after the time limited
saving of a half a million American in said mortgage
for the full performance of
conditions thereof, and continuously since
lives.
to the date of these presents.
That Phebe
the
of
"The speed
bravery
Eldridge. the said mortgagee, is long since
American
‘dough-boy' affected the deceased: and your petitioner alleges that
upon oath the person or persons who might
German on the front line more than it be entitled to claim under her are to your
did the men at German general head- petitioner unknown. Now therefore, your
petitioner prays that by this honorable
quarters; but the fact that America court said mortgage may be decreed^null and
had ten tons of mustard gas ready for veld and ordered discharged of record; and
that the person or persons claiming under
shipment in 1919, to every ton that said mortgage may be summoned by order of
this honorable court, by such notice as the
Germany had; the fact that we were court
before this
may direct, to appear
going to have a tank on the front line honorable court at Ellsworth in said county
Hancock, on the fourth Tuesday of April,
for every 75 fee of the line in 1919; Of
a. d.,
1919, at ten o’clock iu the forenoon,
the fact that we would have thou- then and there to show cause, if any there be
sands of batteries of guns where we why said mortgage should not be discharged
of record as hereinbefore prayed for, and
did not have a single one in 1918— that this honorable court, after
the hearing
those facts had an influence on the shall make euch decree upon this petition
and as to cost", as it shall deem proper, and
German General Staff.
as in duty bound your petitioner will ever
“And, far from that money, those pray.
Ulysses G. Houston

Franklin Tells How
American Munitions on the
Way Brought War to End.

Director

!

went

JLml I4 otters.

;

r

«

Mrs. Ella Burrill is visiting her daugh-

!
People who have been tormented for
j years—yes, even so crippled that they

SEAL COVE.

By FREDERIC J. HASKIN,
In Chicago Daily News.
Washington, P. C.—For the first
time in over 50 years, American stores
are practically emptied of German
Only n few bisque dolls retoys.

room

_

Interment

—

*

rPHB foil, wing matters has ng been nt
X seuted ior tne acMou thereupon erii!
after indicated, it »*
reby orderednotice thereof he given to all perain w:1
ested. by causing a copy of this order to a*
published three weeks successively in th
Ellsworth Americ m. a newspaper publish*!
at Ellsworth, m said county, that
they
appear at a probate court to be held at
on
the first day
worth,
of
April
d. 1919. at ten of the clock in the
forenoonD‘
amt be heard thereuu if the) see cause.

I was broken out with
ished blood.
a rash and run down so it was hard
for me to keep about my work.
Other medicines did no good, but \ inol
enriched my blood and improved my

poor blood and suffered from indigesAs Vinol
tion and bilious attacks.
helped my son, i gave it to my
she
soon
daughter
improved in
healtn. and it has built h< r up and restored her health.” —Mrs.N.Burnell.

Knights

building.

on'*t!“

urn.

Bradford, Pa.
“I have used Vinol for impover-

Drewiville, N. H.
My laughter was anaemic, had

From Germany Americans Want Nothing but Souvenirs of Victory—German Toys and Other German
Goods Doomed in U. S.

one

born March 10.

Dr. Heze Kicnarason
who

soon

to

h*

a pronate coar1
held at Ellsworth
or
Hie cujnly ot
H.iucoci,
fourth da) of March, in the vear of
Lord o.e thousauc nine Diiu-’re | and1

that it contains the very ingredients necessary to
make good blood. It soon creates a healthy appetite, improves digestion, and helps you to get full
benefit from your daily food, and builds you up.

TRADE MARK IS OFFENSIVE

spent the winter with Mrs.
Carter, na^e returned to their home

1

a

“Baby Killers."

here and at

who have

systemic strengihener, free

Miss

daughters

her

of

At

Anaemic, run-down, nervous, devitalized conditions
A glance at the
result from poor or thin blood.
formula of Vinol, printed on the label, will show

American Public Wants No More
Products From Hands of

Bath

Annie

EMULSION

COUNTY

Mada-

Harry Wood is spending the week
husband and son
with her

Mrs.
in

To all persons interested in either
tales hereinafter named:

MADE IN GERMANY Is Your Blood Poor?
If it is, You Need Vinol
NOW TABOO HERE

Cranberry Isles, has returned to Ellsworth.
Mrs. Minnie Marks and daughter Rena,

scorn
a

S.:g.’.I Retina.

a
1918, returned home Tuesday, bringing
bride, who was Miss Taylor, of Portland.
Friends extend congratulations.

5uo uoo oo

494^794 97
$1,625,456 46

TORONTO,- ONTARIO, CANADA.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.
Stocks and bonds,
370,857 72
Cash in office and bank,
_

#1,849,780.85
287,775
27,485

Agents’ balances,

Interest and rents,
Ail other assets,

326

Grose assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

Deposit capital,
Surplus over all liabMities,
Total liabilitiss and

surplus,

58

24

#2,536,l2«

ij

$2,462,182

24

73,9»39i

81, 19l»*

,,

2i»2Z ia
JJ’** £00
200

GSOO.ww
616.49>

#2.462,182 24

I
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DARTING, PBCING
SCIATIC PAINS

missionary societies, one president, Miss
Marion Wilson, serving for both. Vicepresidents were chosen from the different
districts. Collection, about f20.
Capt. Y. H. Cam, bis daughter, Helen
Wescott, and little granddaughter, Hilda,
spent the week-end with Mrs. Mary E.
Bracy in this village, where they formerly

aodcrtiBeinenta.

lived.

the peneGive way before
Sloan's
of
effects
trating
Liniment

death of Eben Hooper, who had

In the

passes on to James
near t his village.

17.

March

twinges and
thenervethe loin-aches of lumbago,
the
wry neck,
inilammation of neuritis,
the
ligament sprain,
the joint wrench,
and
the
strain,
throbbing
the muscle
bruise.
The case of applying, the quickness
of relief, the positive results, t ne cleanSo do those rheumatic

Addie

Miss

Rich

visiting hw»*.

has been

home

on

a

with,
days.

them

tons.

will remain in

the

ana

WEST HANCOCK.

little

Mrs. Minerva Rich of Bangor \isited
her mol her, Mrs. Henry Milliken, last

son

farm,

Mrs.
Fannie Andrew*,
Kden. was brought here
postmistress
for interment Sun lay afternoon

la nb

at

Judith Kittred "e.
spending
in Hanror,
and
her son
ti
Chari*’", of Mass hu* r;s, were in to wn
oat' d h*r*hy the
The. v
rnvntl
Grave* of Northeast Hardeath of T.

March 10.

i*lg**»fi• in-law.

Th- tfil ’s: was sh*K-Ued Sunday by a
the
death
of
telegram
sinoumdrig
Florence Kay, w ife of Crust, r Rich, at
Portsmouth, N. II., where th"V were
spending the winter. Mrs. Rich was one
help

in

popular

women,

all

social

the

ready
Christian

borne for

w

and
Fiord Hamilton,
wife
little
who have been visiting
diugbur Iren
in Mss-.sclitir.ettH, arrived home Saturday.

doing

is

Bridges

business iii dreeing
for the Twitcbell
Portland.
F J.

Eaton,

an

extensive

chowder

out

Uftamplin

clams

Co.

of

employed by

the

E-.sur•» S eamship Co.
at
Camden, is
a
f»*w days with his parents,
*

Th“ L
Ar*nuet

»r»
1

h

w

s>i-day

meeting

e

Gray
Mrs.

has

a

building

crew

this spring just before the oats are
seeded. Care should be taken to apply
enough lime to counteract the acidity

a

point.
Richard

Howard

Harry

Parker

of

her

sister,

visited

New

have

a

Usually not less
than one ton of lump or hydrated lime
should be used per acre.
Grass, including clover, which was seeded last j
fall, but.without lime, will be benefited
by a moderate application late this
winter or early spring, before the grass
begins to grow. (Mil meadows which
have been cut for several years will
often respond to a topdressing of lime
If it is desired to
in the early spring.
j
renew the stand In portions of the field
where the clover has disappeared the
lime may he applied first and the cloTo insure
ver and grass then seeded.
covering of the grass seed and the distribution of the Mine the land should
In practice it is not dehe harrowed.
sirable to sow the seed immediately
after the lime, but a few days later.
That lime Is a great aid in hay production has been shown by Dr. Wheeler, formerly director of the Rhode IsHe found
land Experiment Station.
that proper liming Increased the yield
of hay 120 per cent. Many other experiments in New England and New
York show that lime will often double
the yield of hay.
present in the soil.

York

re-

Albert

Mrs.

G.
NORTH ORLAND.

York has lost one of a valuable
of horses, recently purchased.

Fred
span

Ernest Woodman of Bangor purchased a
large flock of sheep of A. J. Saunders, recently.
B.
March 10.

Mrs. Celia Clark is

a

visiting

in

in

a-a

vs*

combine the

iety

held

the

its

Minnie

enjoyed.

It

home and

foreign

wu

Fenton,

are

hospital,

sister, Miss

ill of influenza.

Miss Kuth Sawyer,

chapel

good attendance

Bar Har-

bor.
Mr*. Elizabeth Stratton and

meeting

l')v

Gray.

March 10.

fe.

es' Miwrftonarv -So*

av.
fh"

nd

and

two children

EGYPT.

who is

iprtuling
E

Mr.

adopted

has

Indian

Jacob Closson’s.

at

sirable In order to obtain the best results. In case the grass and clover are
deeded ill outs the laiul should he limed

Gray.

Jennie Clough, who is employed i
K<><‘kUnd. is spending her vacation

Y. S.

on

cently

teaching at

Miso

with h*r mother

harf

Mrs.

bo is

Eagle

little daughter —Natalie Edith.

week.

a

Gray

Maurice
w

M.

Norma Stanley,
ro. is

on

house.

of Cornelius

HE'JO WICK.
Miss

Gray

Decatur

ill.

March 17.

visiting

Stanley Gray has moved into the Alvarado

to

w as

is

island.

death
due
pneumonia.
Be*ul-*s her
sne
leaves her
husband,
and cne brother.
pn.’ents. four
The family ha> the
i net re sympathy of
H

work.

r

Blake

nurse

is recovering from

at
an

a

Bangor

attack of

scarlet fever.
S.

Mar. 10.

Renovating

Satisfying' Drink
instead of coffee by
families who value health.
years

The

Original

Postum Cereal
Boiled just liRe coffee
—

1 5 minutes after

Rich in

Economical.
ever

in flavor.

No table drink has
taken the place of Postum.

“There's
Get it

boiling begins.

Pleasing

aroma.

at grocers.

a

Old

jrnment.
One of the
held here

son

j

Regardless of

spirits,

and

his

loss,

insists

resulted

which

arm

that

at the shoulder,
he

in

good

was

with

is

luck

him, otherw ise he would not be here to
tell the story.
At the town meeting Monday, First
Selectmen B. Lake Noyes submitted the

i

Burleigh.
repeated

1

Herbert Marshall, who is employed at
Perry station, spent the week-end with
bis parents.

Judkins
without
well

Mrs. Henry Donnell, with duughter
Edna, visited her mother, Mrs. William
Robertson, at Tunk Pond lust week.

Methodist aid society served dinner
on town-meeting day.
Complimentary
invitations to returned soldiers
were
for
the
given
supper following.

to

•several

Blaisdell Riid wife and Miss
Beryl returned Friday from a visit in
Mass.

and

S.

L. Tracy and wife and Mrs. Sadie
Jellison left Monday night for a weeks’
visit in Waterville. John W. Blaisdell is

on

the

departments,

position developed

but

under

#

were

board,

responded

The voters

recommendations

of

decided

pleasantest occasions ever
reception and ball given

the

of the reThe hall was
beautifully decorated with flags and red,
white and blue crepe paper. An orchestra
from Bangor played. At 8 30, to strains of
turned

the

j

C.

March 10.

stage,
they received their many friends.
as
ushers. The
Sergeant Urban
Leach, who saw foreign service, and Miss
Jeanette Sellers. They were followed by
Six young ladies acted
grand march was led by

The dance orders

couples.

Albert

WooDLOCKE.
ORLAND.

Alice Keyes Graves of Brownvillfl
Junction bds been the guest of Miss Rose
Hutchins.
Mrs.

Ame«, who lost her house
Leach’s Point by tire a few weeks ago,
plans to build again near the former site.
Her scyi Frank, who has lately received
his discharge from the army, is at home,
and will assist her in rebuilding.

at

Withee of the merchant marine

is home for

few'

a

very at-

hand-work of the

Mar. 10.

Miss Hope Joy went to Bangor last week

1

were

senior class of
Clark high school. Each gues* received a
bilk flag as a souvenir. Delicious refreshments were served by Mrs. Archer Bridges
and Mrs. M. A. Wardwell, assisted by the
teacher and seniors of the school. Muck
credit is due the committee in charge.
tractive

to visit her mother.

j

ladies, about sixty

the soldiers and their

Mrs. Rose L.

SURRY.

I

boys'*

“our
of the

the article to

hydrant rental to be paid
Stonington Water Co., resulting in
request of the directors .for $3,000
being reduced to $1,500.

|

honor

where

raise money for

|

in

soldiers and sailors.

patriotic airs, fourteen of
marchedtoa position in front

oj*

the
|I the

The

D.

third

opposition.
the

McDonald

A.

ejected second and

Frank E.

Waltham,

was

days.

Reason"

show that the manure Is not distributed evenly. Here is where the harrow
is an aid in spreading the manure more
thoroughly. This may he done after
the lime lias been spread over the pas-

Two sizes 1 5c & 25c.

ture.
I

NORTH BLUR HILL.

stomach, swollen upper lip. sour stomach,
offensive breath, hard and full belly with
months with her parents, has returned to occasional
gripings atfd pains rbout the
where
the
winter.
Portland,
they spent
Boston.
navel, pale face of leaden tint, eyes heavy
I
I and dull,
twitching eyelids, itching of the
The play, “Lost, a
Chaperone,” wa* ! Somes Emerton, recently returned from
short dry cough,
presented by the senior class of the high overseas, is visiting his parents, Daniel nose, itching of the rectum,
grinding of the teeth, little red points stickschool Friday night, to a large audience
Emerton and wife.
ing out on tongue, starting during sleep,
Eliza C., w ife of Job Goss, died suddenly
D.
March 10.
slow fever.
an
attack
o
Thursday night, following
The safe method for ridding the child of
OTIS.
Dr. True’s Elixir. Mrs.
at
of
the
Sh<
worms is to use
age
grip,
eighty years.
William G. Bouin, of Caddo, Oklahoma,
leaves besides her husband, four childrer
Mrs. James O. Jordan is visiting
in
True’s Elixir. “We
wrote regarding Dr.
—John L., William C. and Simeon W
Eddington and Bangor.
have used it for our children for the last
Goss, and Mrs. Nellie Flye.
Fountain Davis and family are moving twelve
years and certainly know the value
Carl E. Morey arrived
home Friday
to the Remick farm owned by Capt. of it." You can buy Dr. True’s Elixir whenis sold.
Pleasant tastingever
medicine
night for a ten-days’ furlough, aftei Jellison of Salisbury Cove.
gentle acting. The family laxative and
months of overseas duty. Carl got int< >
for children and grown folks.
worm expeller
March 10.
PAVI8.
to their home in
A. C.

Machiasport.

Turner and wife

are

Ethel

Wardwell,

who has

spent

two

home from
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Pastures.

The growing of grnss for pasture Is
also an important part of the farming
operations in this section. Much of
tile pasture land Is too rough or stony
to put in cultivation or rotation ; hence
it is desirable to keep the land In grass
Some of the most
as long as possible.
valuable pasture plants will run out
and must he reseeded from time to
time. To make the reseeding successful the soil will need In most cases a
topdressing of lime and occasionally a
light dressing of manure. An application of 1,500 or 2.000 pounds of lime
per acre may he made In the late winThe thin spots
ter or early spring.
may be seeded to clover In the early
spring and scratched In with a spike
tooth or a brush harrow if the surface
If tills is
Is not too rough or stony.
followed by a thin dressing of manure
on the reseeded portions a good stand
will he secured. Land which produces
a good stand of Kentucky blue grass
and white clover will seldom need reseeding, and the presence of these
plants generally Indicates that the soil
has been well fertilized and limed. On
the other hand, the presence of moss
indicates an unfavorable condition for
clover, which can be corrected in a
lurge measure by the use of lime.
A little patience In the application
of lime and manure and an occasional
reseeding of the thin spots of the pastures will result In a marked Improvement of the stand and quality of grass.
Many believe that the cattle leave
enough manure on the land to fertilize
the grass, but close observation will

The Same Delicious
Used for

are

served.

Sergeant Leo M. Sellers, who has been
Rationed at Eberts Field, Lonoke, Ark.,
;he past year, has received his discharge
ind has been the guest of his nister, Mrs.
\f. A. Wardwell, the past week. He went
!com here to Ellsworth to visit h5s moth?r, Mrs. Eva M. Sellers, before going to
Boston to enter Boston university for a
•ourse of training furnished by the gov-

WORMS MAKE
SICK CHILDREN

Peasley is employed in Belfast.

Mrs. Lester

always

and

M. M. M.

CAPE ROSIER.
Cassie

wounded,

severely

in the loss of his left

entertained at
Refreshments

Monday evening.

whist
were

employed.

M. A. Wardwell

only practical way to sweeten the soil
| Miss Marie Osgood has returned to Narramissic grange has recently enMoose bead to teach.
It Is a in
is to apply lime in some form.
rolled twenty-four new
members, with
charge of the grain store in Mr. Tracy’s
common practice in New England to absence.
| Friends of Guy Jordan were sorry to good prospects of more. At the next
hear of his painful accident, whereby he regular meeting the final degrees will be
follow corn with grass. Splendid reAlvan Fernald of Waltham, Mass., who
His mother, Mrs. Elsie conferred upon eighteen.
Supper will be
sults have been secured by sowing the came home Saturday, returned Monday, j lost one eye.
served and a short program presented.
Jordan, left for Bangor to be with him.
grass seed in the corn at the last cul- Rceornpained by his little daughter, w ho
X.
Mar. 10.
Lieut. Ralph E. Alexander, who has
tivation, usually from the 20th of July has been here since last fall, and his
been visiting his mother, Mrs. L. J. Alex|
Mrs.
A.
B.
Fernald.
mother,
to the nth of August, in the latitude of
amu-Tttsnncnte.
I
He
has returned to Lynn, Mass.
,
The many friends of J. H. Bunker and ander,
Massachusetts. Since the clover should
i received his honorable discharge Feb. 5.
have a sweet or neutral soil, the lime wife join with them in glad welcome tc In
September last be received his comtheir son Neil, who is home with an honshould he applied to the corn crop just
mission as second lieutenant, and was usorable discharge after several months
1
previous to planting. After plowing, service overseas. He is in
signed to the S. A. T. C. unit at New’
good health.
the land may he harrowed once and
York university as instructor in military ;
Mar. 17.
B.
service and tactics.
the lime applied. The remaining workMarch 11.
X.
i
ings of the soil will thoroughly mix the
STON1NGTON.
lime with the soil, which is highly deKoscoe Johnson and wife have returned
Signs of worms in children are: Deranged

borc, Fred of Calais, and Frank of this
town, with whom she made her home.

■.

our most

a

eight years of age. She was a charitable
woman, of kindly nature, and wa- he d in
high esteem by a large circle of friends.
She leaves three sons—Henry of Vasssl-

is

winter

bor. \lr*. !\

has

Many friends will learn with regret of
the death of Mrs. M «ry Mlies early ThursMrs. Miles was seventyday morning

grandson, Mahlon, is with her.

Mrs.

the

fifty sheep,

favorable,

It is well known that the
growth of all grasses and especially of
the clovers Is most satisfactory where
The
the soil Is neutral or alkaline.

days old, weigh* d

two

are

quite? acid.

pounds.

fourteen

M. .Moslev, who has njwnt the
Mrs. (i
winter with her daughter, Mrs Emmons
Hodgkins, hi* moved into h r own home.
who

ho has wintered

w

which, when

nay production,

A characteristic of all the soils of this
region is that they are likely to be

Thorsen

the

|

uniform, since a great variety of
soils Is found. These vary from the
stiffest clay to the open, sandy types.

B. Bridges returned Saturday
from Auburn, w here she attended county
grange convention.
on

ror

which In the main

Mrs. G.

Linscott, foreman

conditions

to visit her

Stevens.

not

Pearl S. Thorsen has purchased from
White the farm known as the Benjamin Shute farm.

Fred

$80,000,000 annually.
ne

Frank

The body of

Her little

to

was

!

printed report of the selectmen, with
explanation of the several department
The drama will be
March 25, expenditures which provoked nearly two
for the benefit of the two church societies. hours of
spirited debate, the report being
Mrs. L. F. Springer left Friday for Rum- finally adopted. B. Lake Noyes defeated
R. B.
ford to visit her daughter, Mrs. Glemlon j John E. Small for first selectman.
Mass.,

one

of $32.76 per acre.
Since 1910
the price of hay has been much higher,
The totnl value of the hay crop is close

Woodworth left Saturday
teaching.

resume

Swan left Friday for Methuen,

Mrs. F. L.

turn

winter in! week.

the

Miss Hazel

and one-half
tons.
The average price per ton for
the five years ending December, 1910,
was $21.84 p<y ton, which means a rewas

1

Nettie Dyer’s large circle of friends

for Steuben to

five and one-half million
The average yield per acre for
year

j

i---?*
the fighting early and stayed in until he

regret her continued illness.

over

same

NEWS

FRANKLIN.
Mrs.

where he has been

Mrs.

Wednesday evening

COUNTY

one

natural grasses and clovers. In 1918
the six New England states had throe
and one-half million acres in hay. pro-

ducing

Lake,

Portland, Maine.

of the most Important
farm crops in New England. The soil
and climatic conditions favor to a large
degree the best development of the

March 10.

lington,
Lvle Smith. C S. coast patrol, is in a
receiving
hospital in Portsmouth, N\ H
treatment (or stomach trouble.

vote!

Wilson

few

a

g’afl to welcome home John 1m.
He ban been in Frame a^out »r

Misses The!'na and Annie Hwasey. after
sh' ft visit at home, left Friday (or ArMass., to train for nurses.

Bn'l

Hay Is

ure

Sorry,

1*

storekeeping

up

Henry Smith of New York fcns been
visiting his p*rents, Frank Smith and
wife. They accompanied him to New
York on his return.

King and Irving lTan«come of

Clarence Hopkins, wire
who have spent
have moved home.

J

has set

who went

Boston

Essen-

an

Hay Crop.

W. Newman store.

the S.

Lee,

Ceylon,

in

in-

returned from

year.

Islet

telephone

a

E. G. Stanley and George Whitmore
New York Saturday. John

NEWS

Lnnt and FIohbip Leighton
vimting in Meal Harbor.

pr.,v.

to

had

a son.

Mi««

of

has

visit from Portland light.
Mr. and Mrs. John
Hopkins are receiving congratulations on the birth or

WEST EDEN.

a

Proper Management of the Soil
tial to the Success of the

John Noyes

90 cm, SO rts. *1.20.

\ll

Mohegan is

Stanley of

stalled in ins home.

Augustus

,r,

and

of Pasture.

visiting here.

Charles

are

Hay

the Growth

Saturday.

in

Morn*

the Yiold of

Stimulating

MANSET.

Sloan’s
liness, and the economy of

Brewer

creasing

Eloc.

Mrs. E. G. Ellis returned from Boston

Liniment make it universally preferred,

COUNTY

Some Practical Methods for In-

Snow, residing

W.

day

M. F. Bridges has returned from Green

off day occasionally. It may follow eating too bountifully, it
may come from overwork, or perhaps from exposure when fatigued. A dull, heavy,
tired feeling in the morning, a headache or a cold in the early stages; these symptoms unfit a person for doing his best, and may lead to illness if neglected.
There is a remedy, safe, sure and reliable, which should be ia
every household for just such emergencies, the true and original “L.
F.” Atwood’s Medicine. It may be safely used by persons of any
age, from children to those well advanced in years. The best way to
keep well is to prevent illness, and a tcaspoonful or two of this old
standard remedy will often prevent serious illness if used at the beginning of trouble.
"I find the “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine a sure relief for sick headache. We have used it in our family for forty years and would not
Miss A. E. Leonard, Laconia, N. H.
get along without it.”
Get a bottle today and use it when needed, fifty cents, or
write us to send you a free sample.
The “L. F.” Medicine Co.,

eration of This Section.

reached the age of ninety-two years and
eleven months, th<j
gold-headed cane

-——

You may have

NEWS

PENOBSCOT.

An off

An Important One in New England— Pasture a Prominent
Feature of the Farming Op-
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such right-handed-twoas you puff out of a
with
Prince Albert!
jimmy pipe packed
That’s because P. A. has the quality!
was

NEVERsmokejoy

^

fisted

«%

Toppy red bags, tidy red tins, handsome pound and half-pound tin
humidors— and—that classy, practical pound crystal glass humidor with
sponge moistener top that keeps the tobacco in such perfect condition.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

ijijjjii!:i4jjj| |||

&!§£-■'

You can’t fool your taste apparatus any more than you
can get five aces out of a family deck!
So, when you hit
Prince Albert, coming and going, and get up half an hour
earlier just to start stoking your pipe or rolling cigarettes,
you know you’ve got the big prize on the end of your line!
Prince Albert’s quality alone puts it in a class of its own,
but when you figure that P. A. is made by our exclusive
patented process that cuts out bite and parch—well—you
feel like getting a flock of dictionaries to find enough words
to express your happy days sentiments!

;! 11
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Britain's War Cost
is $40,940,000,000 ::

>

>

i:

Bake More
Save More

>

Midland bank, of which he Is
director. Of this sum
$5,535,000,000 was loaned to the
allies.
Germany's war cost, he
said, was $33,750,000,000, of
which only $2,250,000,000 was
loaned to her allies. In addition
to this there were the debts incurred by the several German
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many eggs are required, in
some none at all, if an additional quantity of Royal Baking
Powder is used, about a tea spoonful in place of each
egg omitted.

Royal Contains No Alum—
Leaves No Bitter Taste

Moor,
F Wnoodwin.
Frank P Noyes.
Frank Johnson,
William Hill,
Frank 8 Libby,
William H Martin,
Edward O’Brien,
Thomas Perry,
JF P umnnr,
Evereti Smith,

JAP DIDN'T SEE THE JOKE
Nipponese Military Record Now Contains Strange American Army

NEWS

COUNTY

STONINGTON.
Vernon Silver has gone to
Conn., to work.

New London,

D. M. Fifield, employed in Bath, spent
the week-end at home.

Louis

Mrs.

Boston and New York

Friday

left

Marcus
on

for

business.

Carl Morey returned to Boston Saturday, after ten days’ furlough at home.
A special town meeting has been called
for Monday night to act upon several immatters.

portant

K. Cousins is spending the
week-end in Rockland with her sister,
Mrs. Clayton Gilley.
R.

Mrs.

Mrs.

is

home, after
Joseph Brimigion
with her daughter, Mrs. Ray

a

few weeks

Small, in Boston.

C.

Calley and daughter
Marie, accompanied by Miss Clara Stin-

spending

are

son,

W.

Elmer

Mrs.

week in Rockland.

a

John L. Goss of Belmont, Mass., called
here by the illness
mother, Eliza C. Goss,
urday.

and

death of his
for home Sat-

left

here

thirty years, has cloned
to-day for Boston, where

than

more

clothing bu-iness

and

dry goods

his store and left

where

he will engage in like business.

trip.

homestead
Preble

SULLIVAN.

nursing.
Richards of New York visited his

Dyer,

Mrs. J. A.

grandmother,

and Orono.
Hill left this

of road
Mrs.
their home here awhile longer.
from
Mrs.
Word has been received
Bradford in Pittsburgh, Pa., who visited
work.

husband

will remain at

Hill

relatives here

years ago. that her
from the effects of

few

a

had

died

beiDg struck by

automobile.

an

noon was

operated

enjoyed

Urann

Morton

served and the aftei-

were

much

all

His

him and his

arrangements

people in daily
The
nurse

son

ac-

Marcus made

keep

to

Carl

son

the

home

touch.

boys in khaki and the Red Cross
from

overseas

parently

ited his

play

Havey

Salisbury

to-day

as young in thought and
repartee as the high school

In the death of Eben Preble, East SulliHe
van loses one of its oldest citizens.
born iu

Morancy,

the

son

of

George

Martin Preble. When about
twelve years of age, he, with bis twin
brother John, was coming from bis home
to the settlement across Morancy pond on
the ice, when John broke through and
Mr. Preble was a blackwas drowned.
and Harriet

there

will

held in

was

It is hoped

be services every

Sunday

vening.

Sullivan

was

Friday.
Marjory Coombs
Saturday.

and

Geneva Spurling entertained 1 er
friends Saturday afternoon, March
5, in honor of her ninth birthday.

I ittle

a

ar-

!

Friends of

for Rumford.

S. T. Goodwin has returned to his work
at Tenants Harbor, after spending tbe

!

Rudolph Spurling are glad to
gaining at Bar Harbor

he is

that

:now

Gerald McKenzie and Jotbam Buzzell
leave

A prayer and praise service
he church Sunday evening.

Miss

East

of

business visitor here
Irvin

Chelsea, Mass.,

hat
vis-

umpital,
operated upon for
ppendicitis. His mother, Mrs. Fred
w ith him.
is
(purling,
where he

was

Mar. 17.

Justin Driscoll,

former

a

street commissioner of

now

Rumford,

vis-

ited here last week.

Goodwin,

wife

grand-

and

Hodgkins

has

returned

to

Portland, Gerald Coombs to Livermore
Falls and Miss Beatrice Coombs to Her-

They

mon.

came

to attend the funeral of

Maynard Hodgkins, whose death

Williams and

Harbor

Mrs.

from out of

were

Echo.

Mar. 17.

Eben Holden, tbe new manager (or tbe
T. Russell (Jo., was here recently.

E.

Mrs.

R. E. Robinson is with her niece,
Prank Wakefield, in Winter Harbor

(or

lewr weeks.

J. B. Cole has rented the E. A. Over
house, which he is to open (or a hotel the
first of May.
throe friends of Eddie

Cole and

wife gave them a surprise party Wednesday night and spent an enjoyable evening.

Martha Lufkin of Corea, who has
relatives here several weeks, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. J. W. Cole.

been with
now

Halcyon temple, Pythian 8isters,
tained

Miss Minnie Bunker

has

Saturday.
There

beenteach-

from Augusta

came

service at the church Sunowing to the illness of the

was no

day evening
pastor.
Mrs.

Spurling,

who

been visiting

has

her
to

sister, Mrs. Louise Hooper, returned
Goulds boro Saturday.

Havey and wife have moved home
Tunk Pond. Mra. Rosetta Bunker
of South Gouldsboro is w ith them.
M. H.

from

R. fH. Springer, who
Portland, recently spent

is

home.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Twenty

tonsilitis.

Havey, w bo
Eastbrook, is home.

ug at

at

Charles Hass of Bar

among those
town attending tbe. funeral.

a

A. P. Havev is ill of
Miss Selena

daughter, Avis Reed, have gone to Portsmouth, N. H., for an extended visit.

Maynard

WEST SULLIVAN.

resident, and

A. B.

a

employed
few days

Havey

Caribou,

who

been

a few days with his
father,
returned home Thursday.

B. B.

W. H. Moore of Prospect Harbor, whe
spent the winter at H. H. Havey’s
went to Steuben Wednesday.

has

Mar-Une

Amie.

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Hanscorab has finished his work
on Long Island, and is home.
John Orcutt has moved his
family to
Seuth Bluehill for the summer.
Earl

Roy Allen has returned home
Bangor, where she has been ill of
pneumonia the past three weeks.
Mrs.

from
enter-

Friday evening, with a nice supper
interesting entertainment.

Miss Hazle Friend has returned to BosHarold Haywood ton, after a week at home, having been
have gone to Boston to bring home the \ called here by the illnesB and death of
k*
Minnie Davis,” owned by the E. T. Rus- \ her father.
sell Co.
Pascal
a

and

an

A1 Welch and

Friend, much-respected citizen,
James Gillanders, who has been manager died Wednesday after an illness of a few
(or the E. T. Russell Co. eight years, has weeks, at the age of
sixty-five years. He
resigned to go into tbe sardine business leaves a wife and two daughters, Hazel
(or

himself at Caetine.
15.

C.

Mar.

and

Susan.

the

home

wick.
EAST

LAMOINE.

Miss Elsie Ashmore and
are

Mar. 17.

Mildred Trimm

working in Hampden Heights.

Sergt. Arthur Ashmore, jr., recently arrived from overseas, visited his parents
here

Sunday.

Higgins, who is employed in
Bangor, is viBiting her sister, Mrs. Sherman Douglass.
Wilmont Googins received a telegram
Wednesday that his son Leon had arrived
Miss Alice

in

New York from
March 17.

overseas.

N.

Funeral services were held at
Interment at Sedg-

Friday.

X.

EAST franklin.
Nora Bunker is home from Alexander, where she has been teaching.
Mrs. Minnie Hardison is
visiting ir
Bangor, w'bere her husband is working.
Mrs. Minnie Wentworth and
Miss

Marion

daughtei

are home from
Northeast Harbor
Nason Springer and wife have mover
out of the woods, where
they have bter
camping near Molasses pond.
March 17.
g
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Upon township No. 10. eastern part. *,
the sum of $105.10 for the repair o«
roads in said township as provided in chapui
10 section 60 of the revised statutes of Mai
stand being desirous of State aid for perm*
nent improvements, ol the State road in «ri
township. we hereby raise and appropriate
iu
to said
addition
amount- regulars
raised
and
for
appropriated
the car*
of highways and bridges in
said
towni
ship, the sum of $50.00 as provided 3
chapter 25 of the revised statutes
HAsessmeuts amount in all to $156 10
Hate of
taxation fifteen mills on a dollar- W -!
tions $10,840.
Name of
No. of
ValuOwner.
acres.
atiou.
Tax.
Cherry field Lumber
Co
2.508
6.270
94 05
Charles L Worster.
V)
f20
HO
139
3s*)
George Downing,
5*3
Robert R Walker,
30
go
$
Eastern
Mauufac960
turidg Co
2.400
3*#
W L Robertson,
280
*K)
9
1**5
390
Woodbury Small est,
5*5
Aaron Wooster,
50
12,1
j'gj

Name of owner.
acres.
Eastern Manufacturing
845
Co,
Cherry field Lumber Co, 4,425
Whitcomb, Haynes A
Wbitnev.
820
Whitcomb, Haynes A

Whitney,

Whitcomb,

Whitney,
Whitcomb.

Whitney,

Tax.

atiou.
$ MO
H,»50

$

b
Tv

640

320

V..

640

Haynes t

32

V:

0,087

12,174 07

10,400

15.6*0 124

30

Hayues, A
»0

222
21,897
$38,504
$308 7'
We hereby appoint Ira B Hagan, jr.. of
Ellsworth Falls, as agent to superintend the
ex peuditure of the sum of $308.75 under o ir
direction upon the roads iu r-uia towns!.
No. 22.
Upon township No 28, Middle division,
assess the sum of $29.40 for the repair
f
roads iu said townships as provided in chai
ter 10, section eO of the revised statute'
Maine. Maid assessments amount in a.
Kate of taxation five mills on a del*
$220.40.
lar. Valuation $44,080.
No.
Valuacres.
Tax
Name of owner.
ation.
160
Curtis L Lynch.
320
ManufacturEastern
ing Co,
9.117
18,234
911?
Whitcomb, Haynes A
12.763
Whituey,
25.526
127 '3

ex-

revised statutesSaid assessments amount
in all to the sum of #30? 41. Valuation #20,494.00. Rate of taxation fifteen mills on a dollar.
And we hereby as*tss upou each of the
veral ow ntw» named iu the following list,
his respective proportion therein set dowu
nf said sum of #3*<7 41 as follows:

of Texas.

^

1.4C0
5,4^^
308
275
1,200
2.000

..

pended upon the Mate road in said township
“General Enough?" Interrupted the as directed by the -Stale highway commissio.i.
officer.
Upon township number eight, south div“Yes. General Enough.” said the en-' ision, we asses* the sum of $1*7.41 for the repair of roads in said u w uship as provided in
gin eer.
chapter 10, section 60 of the revistd statute*
The information was duly noted In of Maine; aud being desirous of Stare aid
for permanent improvements of the State
the Japanese officer's notebook.
road in said r»
wuship. we hereby taise and
appropriate, in addition to said amount regularly raised aud appropriated for the care of
TO MAKE GAS FROM LIGNITE highway* and bridges in said township, the
a* provided in
sum of #120.00
chapter 25 of the

Proper Development of Industry Would
Save Millions for People

«

:<*>

4,152
$10.3*i) $1.55 Id
We hereby appoint Fred A. Gordon of
Franklin as agent to superintend the
,r dipenditure of the sum of $105 lu under
rection upon the roads in the eastern part 1
said township No. 10, commenting »t a «t3k.
marked “A” on the north side of said road
and extending to the west line of ('herrvfi*
the sum of $5J of said assessment. together
with the amount receive.' froin the State > t<>
townexpended upon the state road 11ship as directed by the .State highway commission.
r..
we
Upon township No. 22 middle
assess
the sum of $308.75 for
repair (t
roads in Said township as provLied m cnapter
M. section 60 of the revised statute-...( Mail.-.
Said assessments aim>uut in
to fjes ;V
Rate of taxation eight mills c*a a doi.ar
Valuation, $38,594.

60

60 40
2 00
20
60
1 20
10
80

15,1.0
500

—

gineer.

—

mine the commercial nnd economical
value of lignites nnd the practicability
of their utilization in production of
fuel oil. gasoline substitutes, ammonia,
tar, solid fuel, gas for power and other
purposes.
A vast volume of the deposits of
lignite Is on government land, nnd
Texas has approximately 23,000.000.000 tons. The official report says there
Is bituminous coal in Texas but Dot
sufficient to supply the railroads.
The proper development of lignite In
Texas with Its full uses demonstrated
would save an annual fuel hill to the
people of that state of $1.*>.000.000.

DISMISS WOMEN

IN

BANKS

Eight Hundred Employed In
has

7.56u

00
s6
*»•

*0
1 60

4.400

rec-

at

o

of

spending

Havey,

at

9*3

10

assess

Tax.
3
1
2
2
1
1

•*

«

Valu-

9

?

1,600
1,700

19.276

Eastern Pulp wood Co,
200
400
1 bo
ords undoubtedly contain the name of Helen W Smitn and
Loui e H V\ hiiten,
135
270
1 18
an
American general connected with
William Spei ry,
5o
loo
40
force John A Peters.
American
the
expeditionary
Howard B Moor,
on
AmeriI
the
which does not appear
Alexander* Hagertby,
A group of American j Henry W * ashman,
can army roll.
harles J Duun,
500
4 00
1,000
engineers was returning from Har- Isaiah Tracy.
5
20
08
105
bin recently in a special car.
Magadahoc Towing Co,
210
84
John S You: g and
A Japanese officer pushed his way
Lewis Kidder,
50
200
80
Into the car and demanded to know
Total nf n-residents,
14^37H
$28,996
$11598
who tlie occupants were. One of the Total residents,
890
ia .1
8,802
engineers answered that the ear conTotals
15,068
$82,298
$12919
tained twenty-one American officers. |
We hereby appoint R V Smith of Steuben
“Who is the senior officer?” pur- as agent to superintend
the expenditure of
.he
sum of #29 19 under our direction upon
sued the Japanese.
the road* iu *aid township No. 7; the sum of
en"That's enough-” began the
# HO 00 of said assessment, together with the

Washington.—The bureau of mines j
will make an Investigation to deter- !

S.

winter at home.

with Mrs.

students.

was

,

Jot ham.

son

Oscar

had to share honors

was

keeness of

a

Hastings

Cherryfield recently

Mr. Buzzell of

Elizabeth
Dunbar, who, in her ninety-second year,
walked from her home to the hall and ap-

at the seniors’

Sawyer, who has been employed
three months, is home.
Mrs. Bion Farnsworth of South Addij ( on is visiting her mother, Mrs. Calvin
Norton.

have gone to Bath.

Capt.

successfully
Deaconess hospital

upon is the
Mass.

companied,

with games.

has been

Brookline,

in

Richard

and wife of

Chester

n

Mrs.

Kathaleen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Robbins, celebrated her birthday
March 8, at the hail, when she arrived at
the age of nine. About forty were present.
Refreshments

,re

Mrs.

morning for Bar
Harbor, being called for the opening up
W.

first

last week-

Jerome B. Cook was the guest of
Mrs. H. O. Johnson last week on her way
home to West Gouldsboro after a viBit in
E.

and

Coombs

Bar Harbor
Mayo
visiting Samuel Phippen and wife.

Wilson

WEST FRANKLIN.

John

improved.

Stanley has gone to Provi1 lence, R.
1., to visit her son, Roderick.

Mr.

was

is somewhat

Mrs. Smith

_

Private J. Hollis Orcutt of Saco
week-end guest of bis father.

Fernald, who has been ill of

ippendicitis,

wife, who was Miss Hannah Pberson, in
West Gouldsboro.
March 17.
H.

Mrs.

Bangor

George H. Spurling, who has been very
weeks, is slightly improved.

Portland

Miss Claressa O. Johnson, after three
weeks vacation, has gone to New York to
Frank

buried

was

sev-

11 two

Miss Elva

Name.

Vladivostok—Japanese military

Spurling, who has been ill
weeks, is gaining.

ral

ife,

a

Morancy pond.
by the side of his

across

<

Officer’s

NEWS

Edward

was reported last w’eek. Maurice
Hodgkins and wife of Lamoine, Arthur
Brown, Everett Salisbury, Mrs. Elmer

C.

March 17.

by his

w

T\TY
ISLES FORD.

his !

until

Josephine Freeman,

■’»>

stepdaughter, Mrs. Julia Thomas, a step-son,
George Freeman of Bangor, a sister, Miss
Prudence Preble, and a brother, Emerson
Preble, who are still living on tbe Preble

Mrs.

resume

Mrs.

was

Charles

The senior class of the high school presented “Lost, a Chaperone,” to a large and
enthusiastic audience at
North Haven,
Friday evening, neting |28. Many went
from here on the Blanche Viola Goss,
Capt. Knowlton, and report a delightful

EAST

He is survived

health failed.
who

his trade

he continued

rived from Portland

Miss Sara Crockett entertained a small
party of friends Wednesday evening. A
All present
dainty lunch was served.
reported an enjoyable evening. |
“S. Freedman, who has conducted a successful

by trade, which he practised first
in West Gouldsboro. later building a shop
on the corner in East Sullivan, and the
house w here Dr. Hasty now lives, which
be later exchanged for the Gibbs place,
smith

No.

0«.

y>

We hereby appoint Fred A. Gordon nf
Franklin as agent to superintend tfce
penditure of the sum of $162 04 under oar
direction upon the roads in the western part
of said township No. 10, commencing
attk*
east Hue of township No 9 and extending
to a stake marked “A” standing on the
north
em side of said road in said township No. u.”
the sum of $150.00 of said assessment
togetbtwith the amount received from the State »
to be expended upon the State Road in
saH
township as directed by the State Highs**
Commission.

—

j

it with your favorite recipes

1

permanent improvements of the State road in
said towuship, we hereby raise and appropri
iu addition to said amount regularly
raided and appropriated for the care of high
wavs and bridges in said
township the sum
of f 100 as provided in chapter 25 of the ievised statutes.
Said assessments amonnt in
ail to the sum of 912919.
Valuation 932,29*.
Hate of taxation, four mills on a dollar. ADd
we hereby assess upon each of the several
owners
named in the following list, hi*
respective proportion therein set down ot
said sum or $129 19 as follows:

acres.
atiou.
The title may puzzle Americans that j Name of owner.
RESIDENT OWNERS.
are not aware that “ay” Is the sound I
Emerson Preble,
150
9 760
a cockney gives to the first letter of j
\\ iimot Smith,
116
46*
the alphabet and that “zed" is how the I R V Smith,
150
722
L
lt-0
640
Susie
Smith,
English pronounce “z." Here is the Jackson A Tracv,
400
100
scheme:
74
824
Ruby J Tracy,
"Tonight, say, you are wakeful. Re690
93,80?
view your friends; how many men or
NON-RESIDENT OWNERS.
women yon have known or do you : Eben Ashley estate,
50
100
T Wood,
*0
200
know, whose Christian name begins j Fletcher
Walter A Smith,
158
400
I
with
‘A?’
*0
160
prescribe Christian j Colin Make r estate,
*0
F Haker,
160
names because they are more lovable
Downs,
400
800
George
and listable than surnames. You will ! Johu C McFaul.
4U0
800
land A Hock port
find that It is like what we are told Hock
Lime Co,
1,200
2.400
of drowning—all vour life will pass John H Tracy. 2d,
*7
180
I Fi Jerome Haker,
160
320
before you in a vision—till you sink John
A Peters.
waves
of
the
W
sleep
Cushman.
blissfully beneath
Henry
< harles J Dunn.
before one letter is disposed of.”
Howard B
2.200

as

|

ate.

London.—A woman writer In a London paper says she has found a cure
for sleeplessness.
She calls It “Ayzed" because It has to do with the let- I
ters of the alphabet.

8*4

H E Hamlin and
Gideon Joy.
800
C Vey Holman,
850
Minnie Rosa
Holman,
365
Eastern Manufacturing
700
1 Co.
Nash A Sewall,
2,710
Robert R Walker,
58
Herbert E Robbins,
4
A L Stewart A Sous,
600
F.dtvard 8 Boweu,
1.000

Upon township Number seven, smith division, wc assess the sum of 929.19 for the repair of roads in said township as provided in
chaptei 10 section 60 of the revised statutes
of Maine; and being desirous of State ai.i for

Its Effectiveness.

184
46

Schoppe,
EHGreely.

—

Ay-Zed Is Name Given Discovery by
English Woman Who Has Proved

Absolutely Pure

Freeport Hhipbuiding

Co,
Hillard C

«

CURE INSOMNIA BY ALPHABET

Powder

,IX

AND

J J
!
J J

states^

<

Baking

Try

now the ccuntv commissioner* in accordance with section 60, chapter 10. revised statutes of Maine, having first made an
annual inspection in the month of September,
road« iu the una. d. 1918. of .ill the county
incorporated townships ai d tracts of land in
said countv and having thereupon made an
estimate of the amount needed to put them iu
repair so as to t-e *afe and convenient for
public travel, do hereby assess upon the following described unincorporated townships
and tracis or land in said county of Hancock
exclusive of w ater and land reserved for public
use. for the above named purpose of putting
amt keeping said roads in repair for the year
a d. 1919; and also for permanent Improvbment* on
State roads in accordance with
chapter 25 of the revised statutes of Maine, as
follows, to wit:

: ! Sir E. H. Holden at the annual \ \
\ J meeting of the London City and ;

learned to bake the Royal way with fewer
They have found that more baked
eggs.
foods mean less meat. They have further
discovered that their baking keeps fresh
longer when made with

recipes, only half

to

•

More and more, thoughtful women are decreasing the cost of living by increasing the
variety of their home baking. They have

In many

STATE of MAINE.
Hancock *s.
At the court of county commissioner* began
stud bolden at Ellsworth within and for the
couutv of Hancock on the second Tuesday
of October, a- d. 1918. and by adjourumenton
the 31st day of December, a. d. 1918.

London.—Tho cost of the wnr < •
Great Britain was npproxl- \ \
mntely $40,940,000,000. declared >

■

i

Rate of taxation eight mill*
58 °o
t
Valuation $41,011.00.
No.
ValuNarne of owner.
acres.
ation.
93
A Campbell A Co
,<v,
*w
93
•Joel Hinckley.
jg#
1 ^28
Cherryfleld Lumber Co, 514
i
433
Hancock Lumber Co,
870
IQ
6 w
Percy Homer and
819
Merrritt W Eldridge.
1,233
8 **
Charles Emen
25
fin
«
K E Rtn* Land Co,
I0,lso
io.jm
Henry Prentfsii.
Frank E Hinckley.
Johu W Hiuch.
$312 08.
dollar.

London
Institutions as War Measure
Let Out.

women
hundred
London.—Eight
clerks employed hy the Bank of England ns a war measure have been notified that their services will no longer
be required, but that 200 of them may
make special application for as many
permanent positions In the clerical
staff.
The salary will be $15 a week, with
a
pension of half that amount after
25 years' service.
“Women will certainly he placed on
a
permanent footing In the future,"
was the opinion qf one hank manager,
while another felt that they were ‘excellent and charming,’ but they could
not ‘work under pressure.’

Preferred Poverty.
Cleveland, Ohio—Two rare old violins, said to be a Cremona and a
Sfradivnrius, were cherished through
twenty-five years of poverty by Mrs
Sarah Maul, aged 85, It was learned
with her death here.
They hud belonged to her husband, John Maul,
a
former member of the Cleveland
Opern House orchestra and prominent
in Chicago musical circles. She lived
on meager charity
rather than part
with them, although worth thousands.
Wrist Watch Fad Fading.
Kansas City, Mo.—The wrist watch
Tad is fading. The municipal pawnthat
article
reports
shop
being
"hocked” In large numbers daily. Thi
only variation was a captured Germa-

helmet.

Name of

No

Valu-

Owner.

acres.
lou
50
10
54

ation.
400

Hiiam E Archer,
Howard C Fletcher,
William H Rankin.
Lorenzo Z Fletcher,
Iris D Fietcner,

115
338

268
170
108
280

$1178

Tax.
6 00
4 02
2 5
1 62
3 45 1

#17

64
I

NON-REMI EST OWNERS.

A’bert F Burnham,
Whitcomb, Haynes
& W hitney,
William Davis,
Eggcmoggin Laud Co,
Calvin I* Thomas and
John E Littlefield,

Hervey Kingman,
labor D Bailey and
Har:y A Chapman,
John O Whitney.
1

Mary ('Austin, estate

Gasper Frazier,
Charles J l’reworgy,

275

550

8

25

2.588

M66

77

31
mo

62

25

1,410
87

2,820
174

42
2

30
61

1,252
500
1,125
10
350

2.504
1.000
2,250

37
15

56
00

33

75

10

40
466

80
932

a*
50
1 20
13 98

I

1,150
50

17 25
75

]

575
25

ACHagerthy.

Linwood Brown,
Linwood Brown and
Mrs William Brown,
Edgar W Moor,

20

700

60

120

30

60

Total non residents,
Total residents,

9.659

Totals,

9.997

338

19,818
1.176
#20.494

1

80
90

289 77
17 64

#J07

41

Highway Commission,

south
number
nine,
division, we assess the sum of #124.78 for the
repair of roads in said township as provided
in
chapter 10. section 60 of the Revised
Statutes of Maine;
and being desirous of
aid for
State
permanent improvements of
the State Road in said township, we hereby
raise and appropriate, in addition to said
amount
regularly raised and appropriated
for tbe care of highways and bridges In said
township, tbe -uni of #60 00 as provided in
chapter 26 of tbe Revised Statutes. Said
assessments amount in all to #174.78. Rate of
taxation fifteen mills on a dollar.
Valuation
#11,652.
No of
acres.

Valuaiiou.

Tux.

E

2,026
500

60
436

2,806

6??«

4,050
l.Ooo
120
870
5.612

75
isoo

60

«0

Upon township No 10,

#7:478

western part, we as
the sum of. #162.18 for the
repair of roads
in said township as
provided in chapter It
section 6u of he revised statutes of Maine
and being desirous of state
aid for pertuai-eot ioiprovemeMs of the State
fu sni«i
we hereby raise and
appropriate
in addition to said
umount regulariy raised
and
appropriated for the care of highway
township, the sum ol
2?**?. as *e8 ,u
#150.00
provided in chapte- 25 of the revised
statutes. Said assessments amount iu all to

#£irl<

Ellsworth, Maiue, December 31. 19i8.

MkivillkL.Ai.lbn,

Comri

Co.

WlNFIKLU 8. TrBWOHOV, 5
for
Howard B. Moor,
) Hancock Cotrue copy.
Attest —T. F. Mahoney, Clerk.

NATIONAL LIBERTY INSURANCE
AMERICA.

*

0 0?

NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1014.
Real estate,
$ 663 5W*
766 OC*
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
6,863 tt<*
Cash in office and bank,
475.603N
l.i.v.10171
Agents' balances,
Interest and ri nts,
68.124 4*
All other assets,
73.W.1

$10,068.5X0

Qross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

63.855*

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
Ail other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and

$10,0C4,6EW
1918.

637.55'*5
4.9H.5*"® !

I

*15.u»*

2,79Q,4» *

#iO.Ot>4.6^756

surplus,

CO.

FALLS INSURANCE
BUN" FALLL,

Gross assets.
J Deduct
items not

admitted,

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC
Nel unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
AT other liabilities,
Cush capital,
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total liabilities and

surplus,

the Hanover

Y.
1918.

.N.

ASSETS DEC. 31.
Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bunk,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,
All other asset*.

1306
84 18

#11.652
„r
We
hereby appoint Fred A Gordon of
Franklin as agent to superintend the expenditure of the sum of #124 78 under our
direction upon the toads in said township
No.9: the sum of #50 00 of said assessment
together with the amounts received from the
state is to be expended upon the State road
in said township ns directed
by the State
Highway Commission.
sess

assessment

GLENS

township

H Greely. H E
Hamlin and Walter
B Crossman,
Hancock Lumber Co
Buuke Brothers,
Hillard C Schoppe,
Edward S Bowen,

I

A

We hereby appoint Ira B Hagan, Jr, of Ellaworth Falla as agent to superin'end tbe ex
penditure of the sum of #187 41 under our
direction upon the roads in said townahip
No 8; tbe sum of #120.00 of said assessment
together with the amounts received from the
State is to be expended upon the State road
in said township as directed by tbe State

Name of
Owner

|

1,680

L H Brown,
H E Hamlin,

Upon

|

49
93
20

22,040
$ *4,080 $226 40
We hereby appoint Ira B. Hagan, jr. f
Ellsworth Fails as ageut to superintend :3e
expenditure of the sum of 29*.40 un<‘er < .r
direction upon the roads iu said towuv.p
No. 28.
It is hereby ordered that a list of town»Sip*
and of the foregoing ass- ssmeuts there--:) 51
published iu Ellsworth American, a pawr
printed in the county where the lan«i*
three weeks successively, the last publication
to be within thret months from the dale of

227.756J

$
1.585.^1’

200>-;
4,136.TV«j
921

V4*j

7*4 MC*

68,3*53
88,2*53

f7.9l8^*jjj
#7,884,i53’.*

31, 1918.

a

I

3^82.0
ao

2,54.

$7,884,153^*

fire: ins. co.

NKW YORK.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.
nmaQMot
I
Real estate,
ollateral loans,
Stock* and bonds.
68
Cash in office and banks,

979>^2

Agents’balances,

Interest and rents,
All other asset i,
Gross asrets,
Deduct items not admitted,

_1
IN*

$5,840,
Admitted assets.
LI A BI LI TIES. DEC. 31. 1918Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Af!nfcT3J*
All other liabilities,
*
Caah capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

*«2i88l*
tX,'w*

I,SSo'rtIa

Total liabilities and surplus.
CHAS K. BUKRILL A SON, Ellsworth.
RUB1E J. TRACY, Winter Harbor. Ageu

